


WELCOME TO THE 5TH EDITION OF THE PREMIER 
AND GUESTS FALLS VIEW PRODUCTION SALE.
It’s been very humbling how the success and reputation of the 
Falls View has grown over the years. This is something that we 
do not take lightly or for granted and is what pushes us every 
day in the decisions we make on a daily basis.

This sale would not be made possible without a multitude of 
people that all put their best foot forward. Our group of consign-
ors are truly what I believe as being the most forward thinking, 
progressive outfits in the business and they always offer their 
best genetic opportunities whether that be live cattle or the 
most elite frozen opportunities. There are a lot of people that 
help us out throughout the year at home here on the farm get-
ting cattle ready to show or picture for sales as well as on the 
show road, a huge shout out and thank you to you all. The T-BAR 
team from Chris, Ben & Shane along with all the behind the 
scene people that work diligently at putting the catalog together 
and coordinating advertising: Thank you for all you do for us as 
well as cattlemen throughout Canada on a yearly basis.

Customer success with purchases out of Falls View is our 
biggest driver. A few highlights of the 2021 offering that are 
noteworthy - Lot 1A purchased by Derrer Farms and shown by 
Abby Debus was just recently named Reserve Supreme Female 
at the most competitive Junior Heifer show in Canada the 
Masterfeed National Junior Beef Heifer Show. The Lot 3 pur-
chased by Nat Grylls and showed by Taylor Makey, this duo had 
a spectacular year being named Supreme Champion Female at 
the prestigious Blackout Show and was a Class Winner at the 
Masterfeed National Junior Beef Heifer Show and went on to be 
Senior Champion Yearling Heifer at the National Angus Show at 
the 100th Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. The fancy Lot 34 Heifer 
from our good friends at IRCC was purchased by Black River 
Farms and was just named Junior Champion Female in the Na-
tional Simmental Show at the 100th Anniversary of the Toronto 
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. 

The Lot 38A Charolais Bred Heifer was purchased by Greg and 
Beth Makey along with Eric Doran, she laid down and had a 
Outrageous heifer calf that Halle Plieter did a great job showing 
was recently named Grand Champion Charolais Female at the 
Masterfeed National Junior Beef Heifer Show. And of course 
the Lot 38B Heifer consigned by the good folks at Derrer Farms 
was purchased by Premier Livestock, Whiskey Hollow Cattle 
Company and Andamar Cattle Company was just named Re-
serve Champion Female of the National Charolais Show at the 
100th Anniversary of the Toronto Royal Agricultural Winter Fair. 

The quality of this years offering is extremely exciting, whether 
you’re looking for a donor female, future impact herd sire, elite 
show female or cutting edge frozen genetics, I’m confident you 
will find lots of options as you read through the catalog.
On behalf of all the consignors, T-Bar and myself, we hope to 
see you December 30 for the 5th Edition of Premier and Guest 
Fallsview Production Sale. 

PETER AND KAREN FRIJTERS

Premier Livestock receiving their 2021 Purebred Breeder of the Year Award at the 100th Anniversary of the Royal Winter Fair
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SALE STAFF
Auctioneer, Chris Poley       306-220-5006
Ringman, Ben Wright       519-374-3335

Ringman, Shane Michelson       403-363-9973
Levi Rimke       204-841-4515

Peter Frijters       519-276-9314
DLMS, Mark Shologan       780-699-5082

Ryan Wernicke       815-739-7754
Billy Elmhirst       705-761-0896

ONLINE BIDDING AVAILABLE

Mark Shologan: 780-699-5082

INSURANCE
Insurance will be available sale day

FOR OUR US FRIENDS
Keep in mind the buying power you have with the value of the strong US 

dollar. $1000 CDN is equivalent to $750 USD.* We will also look after 
doing all testing required to get your puchases across the border

Falls View was created as an event to host the finest and most valuable assets within purebred seedstock pro-
grams. We are proud to see that this sale has evolved into a collaboration of the finest livestock genetics avail-
able in the industry today. For this 2022 edition, we can honestly say “mission accomplished.” The foresight of 
the Frijters family and their crew have grown this sale into a milestone that is recognised worldwide among the 
four breeds involved, and we could not be more excited to showcase this years lineup in Listowel.

The Premier Livestock tattoo is known for competitive cattle, both in the show ring and pastures. The heifer 
calf line-up has never been this deep, with all the Division Champions from Toronto being made available, high-
lighting some special features in Lot 1A and B. Certainly a big, bright future to these flawless looking females 
that were the talk of RAWF. Rip’s mother incorporates all the homework you’d need to have in a donor and bred 
females with stats and paperwork to carry the weight for the long haul. The bull calves available from Peter are 
the cream of the crop, and just ponder how owning a bull from this maternally bred cowherd can enhance your 
success rate in purebred cattle.

The consignors that have joined forces with Peter in this event have brough forth their best offering to date. 
Picks from the elite in each breed that are hard to come across and carry as much leverage and reputation 
as there is out there. Not only have we been able to select some of the most popular Championship livestock 
from the fall for this sale, but we have some of the most defined frozen genetics we have ever seen yet be 
made available for purchase. As seedstock promotors, we can not suggest enough your involvement in some 
shape or form in this intriguing annual sale.

Time has proven that front end genetics are always highly sought after. We have done our best effort to put 
forth an offering to not only catch and hold your attention but maximize your own program to the fullest 
potential. The ingredients inside this catalogue with do that. We’d ask you to make every effort possible to join 
us in Listowel at this central location to celebrate during the holidays and surround yourself around some of 
the finest breeders in the country. As always, please don’t hesitate to contact any of us on staff and add to the 
energetic atmosphere at ring side for one of the most talked about sales of 2022!
For all involved,

BEN WRIGHT

Abby Debus being selected Reserve Supreme Champion Female at the Master Feeds National Junior Heifer 
show with Premier Hasson Barbara 117 who sold as lot 1A in the 2021 Falls View Sale 
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DAMERON FIRST IMPRESSION 
PREMIER FUSION 809F 

PREMIER GEORGINA 421

YOUNG DALE GRANDEUR 110W 
TULLAMORE LUSCIOUS 5A 
SOUTHLAND LUSCIOUS 12R

2246105  //  PLS 214K  //  15/01/2022  //  BW: 78 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
1.0 2.2 42 74 23

LusciousPREMIER 214 Luscious has been a favourite of many visitors this past year. She was recently named Luscious has been a favourite of many visitors this past year. She was recently named 
Senior Heifer Calf Champion of the 100th Anniversary of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair as Senior Heifer Calf Champion of the 100th Anniversary of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair as 
well as the National Angus show. We think this is a female that is built to be extremely well as the National Angus show. We think this is a female that is built to be extremely 
competitive as a big yearling in 2023, We really like the build of this one she’s bold competitive as a big yearling in 2023, We really like the build of this one she’s bold 
through the centre part of her body with a flat shoulder comes out high out of her neck through the centre part of her body with a flat shoulder comes out high out of her neck 
and really sounded at ground. She is sired by none other then Premier Fusion and back and really sounded at ground. She is sired by none other then Premier Fusion and back 
by Tullamore Luscious a female we purchased at the Masterpiece sale at Canadian by Tullamore Luscious a female we purchased at the Masterpiece sale at Canadian 
Western Agribition from Bill and Sylvia Jackson of Tullamore Angus who we would like to Western Agribition from Bill and Sylvia Jackson of Tullamore Angus who we would like to 
congratulate on 100 years of being a member of the Canadian Angus Association. This congratulate on 100 years of being a member of the Canadian Angus Association. This 
one will make chasing banners a lot of fun in 2023!  one will make chasing banners a lot of fun in 2023!  Selling 1/2 interest with the option Selling 1/2 interest with the option 
to double the bid an own her all. If the buyer chooses to buy 100% Premier Livestock to double the bid an own her all. If the buyer chooses to buy 100% Premier Livestock 
would retain the right to one flush of 8 embryos at the buyer’s convenience and at our would retain the right to one flush of 8 embryos at the buyer’s convenience and at our 
cost. Consigned by Premier Livestock.cost. Consigned by Premier Livestock.

LOT 1ALOT 1A
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EXAR CLASSEN 1422B 
MICH WHEATLAND HICALIBER 7197E 

EXAR HIGHROSE 84026

S A V NET WORTH 4200 
PREMIER NP PRIDE 432 
BABY BLACK LOOKIN GREAT

2246013  //  PLS 207K  //  06/01/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
-2.0 4.3 56 95 25

PridePREMIER  207 Here’s one we are very excited about, Pride was just named Reserve Champion Senior Here’s one we are very excited about, Pride was just named Reserve Champion Senior 
Heifer Calf of the 100th Toronto Royal Winter Fair and the National Angus Show. She is Heifer Calf of the 100th Toronto Royal Winter Fair and the National Angus Show. She is 
a full sister to Premier Pride 015 who was the $42000 sale feature of the 2020 Fallsview a full sister to Premier Pride 015 who was the $42000 sale feature of the 2020 Fallsview 
Sale going to Leigh Gavin of PEI. She is a daughter of the Supreme Champion Bull of the Sale going to Leigh Gavin of PEI. She is a daughter of the Supreme Champion Bull of the 
Toronto Royal Winter Fair Wheatland Hi Caliber and out of a very productive Net Worth Toronto Royal Winter Fair Wheatland Hi Caliber and out of a very productive Net Worth 
Daughter. If you like cattle that are deep sided, easy fleshing and have that extra degree Daughter. If you like cattle that are deep sided, easy fleshing and have that extra degree 
of stoutness and muscle while maintaining the look that commands your attention this of stoutness and muscle while maintaining the look that commands your attention this 
may be your gal!! may be your gal!! Consigned by Premier LivestockConsigned by Premier Livestock

LOT 1BLOT 1B
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PREMIER FUSION 809F 
PREMIER RIP 29H 
PFLC BARDETTA 38B

S A V RAINFALL 6846 
JL PRIDE 0074 
JL PRIDE 8091

2288375  //  PLS 234K  //  13/03/2022  //  BW: 66 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
7.0 0.7 50 84 24

PridePREMIER 234 A beautiful cow in the making here! If you like them big bodied, flexible on the move, this A beautiful cow in the making here! If you like them big bodied, flexible on the move, this 
March prospect could be for you. She is the first daughter of Premier Rip to be offered March prospect could be for you. She is the first daughter of Premier Rip to be offered 
for sale. Rip was our feature bull calf of the 2020 edition of Fallsview and he him self is for sale. Rip was our feature bull calf of the 2020 edition of Fallsview and he him self is 
sired by none other then Premier Fusion. Her dam is an ideal Angus cow sired by SAV sired by none other then Premier Fusion. Her dam is an ideal Angus cow sired by SAV 
Rainfall. 234K is one that will be a lot of fun in the intermediate division next year, and Rainfall. 234K is one that will be a lot of fun in the intermediate division next year, and 
will make a easy keeping cow you will admire for years. Added bonus this one is super will make a easy keeping cow you will admire for years. Added bonus this one is super 
gentle.  gentle.  Consigned by Premier Livestock.Consigned by Premier Livestock.

LOT 2LOT 2
Premier Rip 29H // Sire
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SITZ STELLAR 726D 
SITZ BARRICADE 632F 

SITZ BARBARAMERE NELL 765D

S A V NET WORTH 4200 
NORTH PERTH EMBLYNETTE 103 
S A V EMBLYNETTE 7260

2246432  //  PLS 203K  //  04/01/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 2.5 70 121 23

EmblynettePREMIER  203 Pretty neat pedigree here!! an own Daughter of the highly sought after Sitz Barricade Pretty neat pedigree here!! an own Daughter of the highly sought after Sitz Barricade 
who’s semen is virtually no longer available and the highly Regarded SAV Emblynette who’s semen is virtually no longer available and the highly Regarded SAV Emblynette 
cow family. 203k dam NP Emblynette 103y is a full sister in blood to the grand dams of cow family. 203k dam NP Emblynette 103y is a full sister in blood to the grand dams of 
Bloodline, Ajax, and Emblem. She is also a maternal sister to the dam of International. Bloodline, Ajax, and Emblem. She is also a maternal sister to the dam of International. 
103’s dam has 42 daughters in production and at one time had 23 daughters retained by 103’s dam has 42 daughters in production and at one time had 23 daughters retained by 
SAV. Here’s one that combines a data set that is second to none along with cutting edge SAV. Here’s one that combines a data set that is second to none along with cutting edge 
Genetics, and the structure to become a donor cow.  Genetics, and the structure to become a donor cow.  Consigned by Premier LivestockConsigned by Premier Livestock

LOT 3LOT 3
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BASIN PAYWEIGHT 1682 
DEER VALLEY GROWTH FUND 

DEER VALLEY RITA 36113

S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035 
JL SUSAN 4022 
JL SUSAN 2282

2198095  //  PLS 123J  //  05/02/2021

CE BW WW YW MILK
4.0 1.3 75 138 27

SusanPREMIER 123J  Here’s one that ticks a lot of boxes!! When you stop and look at the design of this bred Here’s one that ticks a lot of boxes!! When you stop and look at the design of this bred 
heifer, you really appreciate her depth of bodied her soundness, and the way she is laying heifer, you really appreciate her depth of bodied her soundness, and the way she is laying 
down an udder. The dam of 123J was our selection of the mature cows in the historic down an udder. The dam of 123J was our selection of the mature cows in the historic 
Johnson dispersal. After going thru the group of bred hrfs and then the two year olds we Johnson dispersal. After going thru the group of bred hrfs and then the two year olds we 
came up with a common denominator, our pick of the breds and two year olds where out came up with a common denominator, our pick of the breds and two year olds where out 
of the same cow which in turn sent us on a hunt to find 22B and she did not disappoint of the same cow which in turn sent us on a hunt to find 22B and she did not disappoint 
us. As an added bonus she raised the heaviest weaning weight bull calf of the 2020 calf us. As an added bonus she raised the heaviest weaning weight bull calf of the 2020 calf 
crop a powerful son of Deer Valley Growth Fund and bred back the same way for 2021. crop a powerful son of Deer Valley Growth Fund and bred back the same way for 2021. 
Here’s one that has the ability to make a difference!! AI bred to S A V Rainfall 6846 on Here’s one that has the ability to make a difference!! AI bred to S A V Rainfall 6846 on 
March 25, 2022. March 25, 2022. Consigned by Premier Livestock.Consigned by Premier Livestock.

LOT 4LOT 4

JL Susan 4022 // Dam
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PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102 
OHL CHECK BOOK 0187C 

O H L ANGEL 7171

B C LOOKOUT 7024 
PREMIER HASSON EMPRESS 714 
OSU EMPRESS 3100

APPLIED FOR  //  PLS 095H  //  04/11/2020

CE BW WW YW MILK
4.3 2.5 47 77 24

EmpressPREMIER 095 Here’s a fancy bred heifer sired by the Two Time Champion Bull OHL Checkbook and Here’s a fancy bred heifer sired by the Two Time Champion Bull OHL Checkbook and 
out off a past Fallsview feature Premier Hasson Empress 714 who sold for $30000 to out off a past Fallsview feature Premier Hasson Empress 714 who sold for $30000 to 
Windulan Cattle Company. I think the phrase “as long as a freight train” was coin after Windulan Cattle Company. I think the phrase “as long as a freight train” was coin after 
this heifer. Here’s a ultra cool looking bred that has a big foot and will be sure to make this heifer. Here’s a ultra cool looking bred that has a big foot and will be sure to make 
a beautiful udder. Her service sire Conley Belmont is a exciting calving ease sire that a beautiful udder. Her service sire Conley Belmont is a exciting calving ease sire that 
combines the phenotype and numerical set that we prioritize for. combines the phenotype and numerical set that we prioritize for. AI bred to Conley AI bred to Conley 
Belmont 96 on March 25, 2022. Consigned by Premier Livestock and Windulan Cattle Belmont 96 on March 25, 2022. Consigned by Premier Livestock and Windulan Cattle 
Company.Company.

LOT 5LOT 5

P
E

Premier Hasson Empress 714 // Dam
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O C C LEGEND 616L  
B C LOOKOUT 7024 

GIBBET HILL MIGNONNE E37

4DJ NUFF SAID 9N 
PRIME TIME’S 31H BARDETTA 549 
THOMASON BARDETTA 31H

1809478  //  PFLC 38B  //  01/03/2014

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 3.8 39 59 29

BardettaPFLC 38B Donor cow alert!! Bardetta 38B is one we are confident that can take a program to the next Donor cow alert!! Bardetta 38B is one we are confident that can take a program to the next 
level. Flawless in-terms of structure, you will admire the length, depth and body width of this level. Flawless in-terms of structure, you will admire the length, depth and body width of this 
cow and how she transitions into one sexy mama out thru her front end, her shoulder lays in cow and how she transitions into one sexy mama out thru her front end, her shoulder lays in 
nicely an she maintains a beautiful angus head. Her udder is impeccable with ideal teat size nicely an she maintains a beautiful angus head. Her udder is impeccable with ideal teat size 
and she is as sound as a cat. 38B is best known as the dam Premier Rip who sold thru the 2020 and she is as sound as a cat. 38B is best known as the dam Premier Rip who sold thru the 2020 
Fallsview sale to our good friends at Loval farms. She also has a daughter working at Parkview Fallsview sale to our good friends at Loval farms. She also has a daughter working at Parkview 
farms who was a feature bred heifer of the 2020 Fallsview sale. She carries the service of farms who was a feature bred heifer of the 2020 Fallsview sale. She carries the service of 
Premier Fusion giving the new owners a full sib to Premier Rip. Cows like this are hard to part Premier Fusion giving the new owners a full sib to Premier Rip. Cows like this are hard to part 
with an we would certainly be more then happy to work with the new owners to see where with an we would certainly be more then happy to work with the new owners to see where 
the future of this great cow takes us.the future of this great cow takes us. AI bred to Premier Fusion on March 25, 2022. Due on  AI bred to Premier Fusion on March 25, 2022. Due on 
January 1, 2023. Offering 1/2 interest with the option to double the bid and own her all. If the January 1, 2023. Offering 1/2 interest with the option to double the bid and own her all. If the 
buyer chooses to buy 100% Premier Livestock would retain the right to flush of 8 embryos buyer chooses to buy 100% Premier Livestock would retain the right to flush of 8 embryos 
at the buyer’s convenience and at our cost. Consigned by Premier Livestock and Hasson at the buyer’s convenience and at our cost. Consigned by Premier Livestock and Hasson 
Livestock.Livestock.

LOT 6LOT 6

Intermediate Champion Female at the 
2015 RAWF
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 S A V BISMARCK 5682 
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y 

BAR-E-L MAGNOLIA 143K

B C LOOKOUT 7024 
PFLC BARDETTA 38B 
PRIME TIME’S 31H BARDETTA 549

2287484   //  LVL 2210K  //  14/01/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
0.0 4.3 43 70 33

BardettaLOVAL PREMIER 2210K With the success we have seen and encountered from the Bardetta family, the decision With the success we have seen and encountered from the Bardetta family, the decision 
to consign 2210K was definitely not an easy one. 2210K is a Natural Law ET daughter to consign 2210K was definitely not an easy one. 2210K is a Natural Law ET daughter 
directly out of this years feature lot- PFLC Bardetta 38B and a maternal sister to Premier directly out of this years feature lot- PFLC Bardetta 38B and a maternal sister to Premier 
RIP 29H, who was the feature bull calf in the 2020 Premier Falls View Sale, that we RIP 29H, who was the feature bull calf in the 2020 Premier Falls View Sale, that we 
purchased half interest in with Premier Livestock. 2210K is a long sided, strong topped, purchased half interest in with Premier Livestock. 2210K is a long sided, strong topped, 
feminine female that has the pedigree to make the breeding opportunities on this female feminine female that has the pedigree to make the breeding opportunities on this female 
endless. She was shown as a 4-H project this year, and frequently shown at Angus events endless. She was shown as a 4-H project this year, and frequently shown at Angus events 
by Emily, this heifer is kid quiet and ready for the 2023 show season. by Emily, this heifer is kid quiet and ready for the 2023 show season. Consigned by Loval Consigned by Loval 
Farms and Premier LivestockFarms and Premier Livestock

LOT 6ALOT 6A

P
E

Premier Rip 29H // Maternal Brother
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DAMERON FIRST IMPRESSION 
PREMIER FUSION 809F 

PREMIER GEORGINA 421

B C LOOKOUT 7024 
PFLC BARDETTA 38B 
PRIME TIME’S 31H BARDETTA 549

2246016  //  PLS 211K  //  14/01/2022  //  BW: 78 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.0 3.3 43 70 25

KonvoyPREMIER  211  Konvoy is the full brother to Premier Rip who was the feature of the 2020 Fallsview sale Konvoy is the full brother to Premier Rip who was the feature of the 2020 Fallsview sale 
going to our good friends at Loval Farms. Konvoy was selected Champion Bull in the going to our good friends at Loval Farms. Konvoy was selected Champion Bull in the 
2022 Angus Future Stars show and Reserve Senior Bull calf at the 100th Toronto Royal 2022 Angus Future Stars show and Reserve Senior Bull calf at the 100th Toronto Royal 
Winter Fair and the National Angus Show. Konvoy is a unique blend of performance and Winter Fair and the National Angus Show. Konvoy is a unique blend of performance and 
exceptional phenotype. He is a stout made rascal with added length and has a great set exceptional phenotype. He is a stout made rascal with added length and has a great set 
of feet which we have come to expect from the Fusion progeny. His dam PFLC Bardetta of feet which we have come to expect from the Fusion progeny. His dam PFLC Bardetta 
38B our feature donor cow that has captivated many visitors over the years. She is a 38B our feature donor cow that has captivated many visitors over the years. She is a 
big power cow that has the ability to transmit her potent genetics into her progeny.big power cow that has the ability to transmit her potent genetics into her progeny.
Consigned by Premier Livestock and Hasson Livestock.Consigned by Premier Livestock and Hasson Livestock.

LOT 6BLOT 6B

PFLC Bardetta 38B // Dam
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DEER VALLEY GROWTH FUND 
EXAR STOCK FUND 9097B 

 EXAR EMPRESS 0875

MUSGRAVE 316 STUNNER 
PREMIER MERCEDES 923 
PFLC MERCEDES 47E

2272704  //  PHZ 204K  //  05/01/2022  //  BW: 82 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
5.0 1.9 75 137 28

LadyLYNDEN MANOR PREMIER 204K Power heifer here! Regardless of how you want to measure performance here’s a female Power heifer here! Regardless of how you want to measure performance here’s a female 
that will tick the boxes. 204 was by far our heaviest heifer at weaning, and if you analyze that will tick the boxes. 204 was by far our heaviest heifer at weaning, and if you analyze 
her on paper the data backs up her actual performance being in the top 1% of the her on paper the data backs up her actual performance being in the top 1% of the 
breed for both weaning and yearling weight. EXAR Stock Fund is the Growrh Fund son breed for both weaning and yearling weight. EXAR Stock Fund is the Growrh Fund son 
that garnered the attention of many in 2020 when he was champion bull in Louisville, that garnered the attention of many in 2020 when he was champion bull in Louisville, 
a phenotypic standout with incredible data. 204’s dam is a beautiful young Musgrave a phenotypic standout with incredible data. 204’s dam is a beautiful young Musgrave 
Stunner female with a impeccable udder that always puts one in the keeper pen.Stunner female with a impeccable udder that always puts one in the keeper pen.
Buy with confidence here!!! Buy with confidence here!!! Consigned by Lynden Manor Farm & Premier LivestockConsigned by Lynden Manor Farm & Premier Livestock

LOT 7LOT 7

Premier Mercedes 923 // Dam
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DAMERON FIRST IMPRESSION 
PREMIER FUSION 809F 

PREMIER GEORGINA 421

BCII MLA NEXT UP 015 
PFLC BARBARA 17F 
WHITESTONE BARBARA Z080 

2288691  //  PLS 224K  //  06/02/2022  //  BW: 72 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
1.5 3.0 42 73 23

EvolutionPREMIER HASS HILL Evolution is the next step in what we strive for when looking for impact herd sires.Evolution is the next step in what we strive for when looking for impact herd sires.
Evolution’s sire Premier Fusion was the feature sire of the First Fallsview sale selling to Evolution’s sire Premier Fusion was the feature sire of the First Fallsview sale selling to 
the largest purebred Angus herd in Canada LLB. We have used Fusion heavily over the the largest purebred Angus herd in Canada LLB. We have used Fusion heavily over the 
years and consistently he has progeny at the top end of our calf crop, this past National years and consistently he has progeny at the top end of our calf crop, this past National 
Angus Show Senior Heifer calf Champion as well as the Reserve Senior Bull calf where Angus Show Senior Heifer calf Champion as well as the Reserve Senior Bull calf where 
both sired by Fusion.We all know a bull is only as good as his dam. Evolution’s Dam was both sired by Fusion.We all know a bull is only as good as his dam. Evolution’s Dam was 
the lot 1 female of the 2021 Fallsview Sale selling to the good folks at Hillspride, we are the lot 1 female of the 2021 Fallsview Sale selling to the good folks at Hillspride, we are 
very excited to work with Emmanuel an Dave on the future of this great cow. very excited to work with Emmanuel an Dave on the future of this great cow. 
Evolution himself is a beast, he’s wide based big topped rascal with added lenght and Evolution himself is a beast, he’s wide based big topped rascal with added lenght and 
has that look of a herd bull.has that look of a herd bull. Consigned by Hillspride, Premier Livestock and Hasson  Consigned by Hillspride, Premier Livestock and Hasson 
Livestock Livestock 

LOT 8LOT 8

PFLC Barbara 17F // Dam
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Embryos
S A V RENOWN 3439 

COLEMAN GLACIER 041 
COLEMANN DONNA 439

DAMERON FIRST IMPRESSION 
PREMIER HASSON BARBARA 117 
PFLC BARBARA 17F

COLEMAN GLACIER 041  X   PREMIER HASSON BARBARA 117

CE BW WW YW MILK
1.5 2.5 58 102 28

ONE PACKAGE OF FOUR What an awesome opportunity here!! Barbara 117 was sold at the side of her dam last What an awesome opportunity here!! Barbara 117 was sold at the side of her dam last 
year in Fallsview going to our good friends at Derrer Farms in Illinois. 117 has developed year in Fallsview going to our good friends at Derrer Farms in Illinois. 117 has developed 
into a beautiful made Angus female, you admire her depth of bodied and the way she into a beautiful made Angus female, you admire her depth of bodied and the way she 
combines such mass while maintaining so much elegance out through her front 1/3. combines such mass while maintaining so much elegance out through her front 1/3. 
We would like to congratulate Abby Debus for doing a great job with Barbra as her 4-H We would like to congratulate Abby Debus for doing a great job with Barbra as her 4-H 
project and winning the prestigious honour of being named Reserve Supreme Female project and winning the prestigious honour of being named Reserve Supreme Female 
of the National Junior Heifer show at the 100th Toronto Royal Winter Fair. The sire of of the National Junior Heifer show at the 100th Toronto Royal Winter Fair. The sire of 
this Embryo mating is as exciting as it gets, Coleman Glacier has been described as one this Embryo mating is as exciting as it gets, Coleman Glacier has been described as one 
of the most impressive individuals by some of the most astute cattleman across North of the most impressive individuals by some of the most astute cattleman across North 
America. He was the feature bull in the 2021 Coleman sale selling to Ferree / Fitzgerald America. He was the feature bull in the 2021 Coleman sale selling to Ferree / Fitzgerald 
of Indiana. Watch for Glacier at Cattleman’s Congress 2023!!! Cutting edge opportunity of Indiana. Watch for Glacier at Cattleman’s Congress 2023!!! Cutting edge opportunity 
here!!here!! Consigned by Derrer Farms, Premier Livestock, and Hasson Livestock. Consigned by Derrer Farms, Premier Livestock, and Hasson Livestock.

LOT 8ALOT 8A

P
E

Coleman Glacier 041 // Sire
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S A V RENOWN 3439 
COLEMAN GLACIER 041 

COLEMANN DONNA 439

S A V PRESIDENT 6847 
COLEMAN DONNA 8255 
COLEMAN DONNA 3125

COLEMAN GLACIER 041  X   COLEMAN DONNA 8255

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.5 2.4 67 118 30

LOT 9ALOT 9A EmbryosONE PACKAGE OF THREE IVFONE PACKAGE OF THREE IVF

SITZ RESILIENT 10208 
CONNEALY CRAFTSMAN 

BLACK CATHY OF CONANGA 8521

S A V PRESIDENT 6847 
COLEMAN DONNA 8255 
COLEMAN DONNA 3125

CONNEALY CRAF TSMAN  X   COLEMAN DONNA 8255

CE BW WW YW MILK
6.5 1.9 72.5 125.5 35

EmbryosONE PACKAGE OF THREE IVF ONE PACKAGE OF THREE IVF 
SEXED FEMALESEXED FEMALE

LOT 9BLOT 9B

Fallsview is a sale that was design to offer elite genetic opportunities whether that be through live cattle or the most sought after Frozen opportunities, and these embryos fit that Fallsview is a sale that was design to offer elite genetic opportunities whether that be through live cattle or the most sought after Frozen opportunities, and these embryos fit that 
criteria!! We tied into the Coleman Donna Cow family for the maternal capabilities that it offers. If you take a minute and research the Coleman program you will quickly see the criteria!! We tied into the Coleman Donna Cow family for the maternal capabilities that it offers. If you take a minute and research the Coleman program you will quickly see the 
influence of the Donna 714 throughout whether it be through her daughters or sons, such as greats like Bravo, Playmaker, Poncho, Rock and the great Glacier bull  Coleman Donna influence of the Donna 714 throughout whether it be through her daughters or sons, such as greats like Bravo, Playmaker, Poncho, Rock and the great Glacier bull  Coleman Donna 
8255 is a standout SAV President daughter out of a Leachman Right Time who goes right back to that famous Coleman Donna 714. The sires of these embryos are as cutting edge 8255 is a standout SAV President daughter out of a Leachman Right Time who goes right back to that famous Coleman Donna 714. The sires of these embryos are as cutting edge 
as anything available! Coleman Glacier was the feature bull of the 2022 Coleman sale where he sold to Ferree and Fitzgerald Glacier has been admired by many and the common as anything available! Coleman Glacier was the feature bull of the 2022 Coleman sale where he sold to Ferree and Fitzgerald Glacier has been admired by many and the common 
phrase used after seeing him is “WOW” here’s a bull that will make a huge impact in many programs across North America. Connealy Craftsman was the single most talked about phrase used after seeing him is “WOW” here’s a bull that will make a huge impact in many programs across North America. Connealy Craftsman was the single most talked about 
bull of the Spring 2022 sales season, Craftsman was the $500,000 record setting high seller at Connealy’s. Sired by Sitz Resilient out of an impressive young Niobrara daughter, bull of the Spring 2022 sales season, Craftsman was the $500,000 record setting high seller at Connealy’s. Sired by Sitz Resilient out of an impressive young Niobrara daughter, 
CRAFTSMAN’s physical presence and breed character add to his overall package. He is striking through his front 1/3 and offers great length and shape down his top while combining CRAFTSMAN’s physical presence and breed character add to his overall package. He is striking through his front 1/3 and offers great length and shape down his top while combining 
excellent structural integrity. This will be the first opportunity to acquire Craftsman genetics in Canadaexcellent structural integrity. This will be the first opportunity to acquire Craftsman genetics in Canada. Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. . Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. 
Consigned by Premier Livestock.Consigned by Premier Livestock.

P
E

P
E

Coleman Glacier 041 // Sire

Connealy Craftsman // Sire
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Pick of the PROWESS X PREMIER HASSON EMPRESS 935 HEIFER CALVESPROWESS X PREMIER HASSON EMPRESS 935 HEIFER CALVES

CONLEY EXPRESS 7211 
CONLEY DIECKMANN PROWESS  

CHAPMAN LADY 4128

CONNEALY FINAL PRODUCT 
PREMIER HASSON EMPRESS 935  
OSU EMPRESS 3100

CE BW WW YW MILK
-1.0 2.0 52 90 21

LOT 10LOT 10 Here is an exciting opportunity we are offering pick of 3 ET heifer calves sire by Conley Here is an exciting opportunity we are offering pick of 3 ET heifer calves sire by Conley 
Dicekmann Prowess and out of Premier Hasson Empress 935. The dam of these calves Dicekmann Prowess and out of Premier Hasson Empress 935. The dam of these calves 
has been said by many to quite possibly be the best Angus cow to roam the pastures has been said by many to quite possibly be the best Angus cow to roam the pastures 
here at Premier, she is a beautiful pattern Angus cow with a perfect udder and great feet. here at Premier, she is a beautiful pattern Angus cow with a perfect udder and great feet. 
She is an own daughter of OSU Empress the only two time Supreme Champion Female She is an own daughter of OSU Empress the only two time Supreme Champion Female 
of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair (2014 as a bred Heifer & 2015 as a Two year old with of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair (2014 as a bred Heifer & 2015 as a Two year old with 
her calf at side.) A daughter of 935 sold to Gilchrist Farms and Floyd Albrecht in 2021 as her calf at side.) A daughter of 935 sold to Gilchrist Farms and Floyd Albrecht in 2021 as 
lot 2 of the 2021 Fallsview Sale. The sire of these heifers is the up and coming Conley lot 2 of the 2021 Fallsview Sale. The sire of these heifers is the up and coming Conley 
Dieckmann Prowess. He is a son of Conley Express and goes back to the great Lady Of Dieckmann Prowess. He is a son of Conley Express and goes back to the great Lady Of 
Peak Dot 574. His early progeny we have seen this past year have left us very excited for Peak Dot 574. His early progeny we have seen this past year have left us very excited for 
the 2023 calf crop. the 2023 calf crop. Pick to be made by August 1, 2023. Consigned by Premier Livestock Pick to be made by August 1, 2023. Consigned by Premier Livestock 
and Hasson Livstock.and Hasson Livstock.

P
E

Conley Dieckmann Prowess // Sire
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SITZ STELLAR 726D 
SITZ PROFOUND 680G 

SITZ EPPONIA 223C 

PLEASANT VALLEY LUTE 1207 
HF ANNIE K 60E 
HF ANNIE K 55B

2263562  //  HAMI 38K  //  14/01/2022  //  BW: 85 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
-4.0 3.2 72 131 23

Annie KHF 38K We are proud to offer from our program a female that we feel represents what we strive We are proud to offer from our program a female that we feel represents what we strive 
to bring forward from year to year.  Practicality, power, strong maternal strengths, and to bring forward from year to year.  Practicality, power, strong maternal strengths, and 
progressive genetics which we feel the market dictates.  This female will give you access progressive genetics which we feel the market dictates.  This female will give you access 
to new and exciting genetics that are generally a little different from the mainstream to new and exciting genetics that are generally a little different from the mainstream 
and designed for today’s beef industry. Sitz Stellar 726D and Sitz Profound 680G were and designed for today’s beef industry. Sitz Stellar 726D and Sitz Profound 680G were 
Sale Toppers in their respective years in the Sitz Angus Sales.  Stellar earned his stripes Sale Toppers in their respective years in the Sitz Angus Sales.  Stellar earned his stripes 
as a “cowboy’s favorite” and has progressed to breeding numerous sale toppers across as a “cowboy’s favorite” and has progressed to breeding numerous sale toppers across 
the USA and Canada. Profound combines low BW, obvious power and growth, large the USA and Canada. Profound combines low BW, obvious power and growth, large 
scrotal, and structurally in the top 1% of the breed for foot quality. An Elite Dam, 2 Denver scrotal, and structurally in the top 1% of the breed for foot quality. An Elite Dam, 2 Denver 
Champions and 2 Supreme Champions line the bottom side of this gal’s pedigree, she Champions and 2 Supreme Champions line the bottom side of this gal’s pedigree, she 
should have the power to impact most programs!should have the power to impact most programs!  Consigned by Hamilton Farms.Consigned by Hamilton Farms.

LOT 11LOT 11
Sitz Stellar 726D // Grand Sire

Sitz Profound 680G // Sire
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Profound
MOHNEN SUBSTANTIAL 272 

SITZ STELLAR 726D 
SITZ PRIDE 200B

SITZ UPWARD 9873  
SITZ EPPONIA 223C 
SITZ EPPONIA 31Z

FIVE PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS OF SEMEN

CE BW WW YW MILK
6.0 -0.1 65 131 31

SITZ 680G 
Profound was the high selling son of Sitz Stellar 726D in the Sitz 2020 spring bull sale, selling Profound was the high selling son of Sitz Stellar 726D in the Sitz 2020 spring bull sale, selling 
to Hollow Top Angus, Montana for $70,000.00.  We acquired the Canadian semen rights on to Hollow Top Angus, Montana for $70,000.00.  We acquired the Canadian semen rights on 
Profound and added him into our herd bull lineup using him extensively over the past 2 years, Profound and added him into our herd bull lineup using him extensively over the past 2 years, 
providing us with some fresh genetics which are rich in maternal values.  Profound is a high providing us with some fresh genetics which are rich in maternal values.  Profound is a high 
performing, calving ease sire with balanced EPD’s, tremendous individual phenotype, and performing, calving ease sire with balanced EPD’s, tremendous individual phenotype, and 
flawless structure.  We anticipate his daughters will have tremendous value as replacement flawless structure.  We anticipate his daughters will have tremendous value as replacement 
females as they are developing into beautiful, deep bodied, wide based young females at females as they are developing into beautiful, deep bodied, wide based young females at 
the top of our replacement pen.  Profound stamps his progeny, they are soggy made, strong the top of our replacement pen.  Profound stamps his progeny, they are soggy made, strong 
topped, have nice muscle shape with great feet and legs and proud Angus demeanor.  We have topped, have nice muscle shape with great feet and legs and proud Angus demeanor.  We have 
used Profound extensively on heifers with remarkable success and yet they certainly can tip used Profound extensively on heifers with remarkable success and yet they certainly can tip 
the scales in the fall as well, as you can see from his stats.  He is in the top 10% of the breed the scales in the fall as well, as you can see from his stats.  He is in the top 10% of the breed 
for BW, WW, YW, Scrotal, Claw, Angle, Carcass Wt, Marbling, Heifer Pregnancy, and Milk, a for BW, WW, YW, Scrotal, Claw, Angle, Carcass Wt, Marbling, Heifer Pregnancy, and Milk, a 
pretty impressive set of EPD’s. A bred heifer sired by Profound just topped the Agribition sale pretty impressive set of EPD’s. A bred heifer sired by Profound just topped the Agribition sale 
2022 bringing $36,000 going to  Knutson and Rideau  And a open heifer sells as Lot 11 in this 2022 bringing $36,000 going to  Knutson and Rideau  And a open heifer sells as Lot 11 in this 
Fallsview sale. Here is an opportunity to jump in on something a little different. Fallsview sale. Here is an opportunity to jump in on something a little different. Consigned by Consigned by 
Hamilton Farms.Hamilton Farms.

LOT 11ALOT 11A

HF Rosebud 121 J // Daughter, sold for 
$36,000 to Knutson and Rideau

Daughter
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Allegra
COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 

S A V PRESIDENT 6847 
 S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136 

S A V NET WORTH 4200 
GILLCO ALLEGRA 2A  
GILLCO ALLEGRA 5T

2257096  //  CFL 7K  //  04/01/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
0.0 5.0 72 123 22

CUDDY 2207K Everyone who stops by the farm always goes back for a second look at this jaw dropper. Everyone who stops by the farm always goes back for a second look at this jaw dropper. 
This girl is powerfull on all 4's and carries herself like a queen. Top 40 for WW and top This girl is powerfull on all 4's and carries herself like a queen. Top 40 for WW and top 
35 for YW, and there's no guessing where her width of base comes from, her donor dam 35 for YW, and there's no guessing where her width of base comes from, her donor dam 
2A. The Allegra's are secretly some of the most impressive cattle you'll see, with 2207K's 2A. The Allegra's are secretly some of the most impressive cattle you'll see, with 2207K's 
mother being a past $41,000 high seller to Strongbow in the In It To Win It Sale. She of mother being a past $41,000 high seller to Strongbow in the In It To Win It Sale. She of 
course being one of the most popular Net Worth daughters alive and matched with the course being one of the most popular Net Worth daughters alive and matched with the 
maternal great, President, this female checks all the boxes to become a cornerstone.maternal great, President, this female checks all the boxes to become a cornerstone.  
Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank Farms.Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank Farms.

LOT 12LOT 12
Gillco Allegra 2A // Dam
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S A V PEDIGREE 4834 
BOSS LAKE BONAFIDE 722E 

HF ECHO 206Y

DMM HOSS 3A 
DMM MISS ESSENCE 5C 
DMM MISS ESSENCE 61W

2283375  //  DMM 110K  //  02/03/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
-2.5 5.1 58 87 26

Miss EssenceDMM 110K 110K Guys, sometimes life comes at you really fast. I don’t really want to see this heifer leave this place Guys, sometimes life comes at you really fast. I don’t really want to see this heifer leave this place 
but Ariel and I bought a 110 year old farmhouse and there’s a little renovating to do. Then, we found but Ariel and I bought a 110 year old farmhouse and there’s a little renovating to do. Then, we found 
out baby #4 is on its way. Then, I dropped a valve out of the truck. I think I have a good poker face, out baby #4 is on its way. Then, I dropped a valve out of the truck. I think I have a good poker face, 
but Ben Wright must be better at cards than me. As we sat down before FarmFair, he must’ve looked but Ben Wright must be better at cards than me. As we sat down before FarmFair, he must’ve looked 
me over and said to himself “That looks like a guy who needs to pay a few bills...” After trying to get me over and said to himself “That looks like a guy who needs to pay a few bills...” After trying to get 
lightning to strike twice by asking Lee & Dawn Wilson to consign, something they did for the first time lightning to strike twice by asking Lee & Dawn Wilson to consign, something they did for the first time 
in a decade last year at The Falls View Sale, he hit me up instead! I’ve never been asked to be a part in a decade last year at The Falls View Sale, he hit me up instead! I’ve never been asked to be a part 
of something like this before, so we’re pretty honoured, and we want to make a good first impression. of something like this before, so we’re pretty honoured, and we want to make a good first impression. 
That’s why we’re introducing DMM Miss Essence 110K out of the powerhouse, premier Miller Wilson That’s why we’re introducing DMM Miss Essence 110K out of the powerhouse, premier Miller Wilson 
donor DMM MISS Essence 5C. Following her brother DMM Maximus 18G, the Farmfair & Agribition donor DMM MISS Essence 5C. Following her brother DMM Maximus 18G, the Farmfair & Agribition 
Supreme Champion, 110K won a banner both times she hit the ring.Supreme Champion, 110K won a banner both times she hit the ring.
P.S. Don’t let mom & dad know I put their half in too!P.S. Don’t let mom & dad know I put their half in too!
  Consigned by Miller Wilson AngusConsigned by Miller Wilson Angus

LOT 13LOT 13
DMM Maximus 18G // Maternal Brother

DMM Miss Essence 5C // Dam

DMM Miss Essence 110K
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Pick of the  
MERIT CATTLE CO. 2023 HEIFER CALVES

Merit Cattle Co. Is both honoured and excited to have been asked to participate in this prestigious Merit Cattle Co. Is both honoured and excited to have been asked to participate in this prestigious 
Fallsview event. We have only ever offered an unrestricted pick of our heifer calves once before. That Fallsview event. We have only ever offered an unrestricted pick of our heifer calves once before. That 
selection topped the Canadian Angus Foundation sale to Poplar Meadows and went on to be the most selection topped the Canadian Angus Foundation sale to Poplar Meadows and went on to be the most 
highly decorated bred heifer that year. The successful bidder will have unrestricted access to the best highly decorated bred heifer that year. The successful bidder will have unrestricted access to the best 
from our Socialite, Flora, Blacklass, and Lady Ann families as well as others. There will be numerous ET from our Socialite, Flora, Blacklass, and Lady Ann families as well as others. There will be numerous ET 
progeny of our top donors. The sires represented range from our past top sellers to new elite outcross progeny of our top donors. The sires represented range from our past top sellers to new elite outcross 
genetics. Call anytime to discuss the options that will be available. Selection to be made by September genetics. Call anytime to discuss the options that will be available. Selection to be made by September 
15, 2023. Merit will retain a flush of a minimum of 6 freezeable #1 embryos. 15, 2023. Merit will retain a flush of a minimum of 6 freezeable #1 embryos. 
Consigned by Merit Cattle Co.Consigned by Merit Cattle Co.

LOT 14LOT 14
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Merit Flora 14H Merit Flora 6078 Merit Socialite 7163 with calf at sideMerit Flora 1004J
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Offering THE RIGHT TO FLUSH

S A V BISMARCK 5682 
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y 

 BAR-E-L MAGNOLIA 143K 

HF EL TIGRE 28U  
HF ECHO 111Y 
HF ECHO 207N

PM ECHO 8'16 

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 3.8 60 109 33

Echo 8'16 is a past Supreme Champion Female of CWA, and has risen to the top of the Echo 8'16 is a past Supreme Champion Female of CWA, and has risen to the top of the 
Blairs aresenal of donors. Being the most popular offspring of the maternal legend Blairs aresenal of donors. Being the most popular offspring of the maternal legend 
Natural Law, this factory producing female is extremely fertile, and breeds so true Natural Law, this factory producing female is extremely fertile, and breeds so true 
through her progeny. You can breed this cornerstone to any sire you choose and be through her progeny. You can breed this cornerstone to any sire you choose and be 
significntly happy with the outcome. This household name donor has all the necessities significntly happy with the outcome. This household name donor has all the necessities 
to put you front and center in the purebred world. Due to calve March 2023, we urge you to put you front and center in the purebred world. Due to calve March 2023, we urge you 
to come look at her offspring selling in our female sale on December 19.to come look at her offspring selling in our female sale on December 19.  Guarantee 6 Guarantee 6 
embryos with an open top. Consigned by Blairs. Ag Cattle Company and Carlos Ojea.embryos with an open top. Consigned by Blairs. Ag Cattle Company and Carlos Ojea.

LOT 15LOT 15
Blair's Echo 541K // Daughter Blair's Echo 542K // Daughter
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Right to flushRight to flush YOUR PICK OF THE PEAK DOT RANCH COW HERDYOUR PICK OF THE PEAK DOT RANCH COW HERD
With many exciting options from proven predictable donors to new and upcoming genetic treasures the choices of females here are endless for maternal power that will create long With many exciting options from proven predictable donors to new and upcoming genetic treasures the choices of females here are endless for maternal power that will create long 
term value and profits with confidence. Peak Dot will offer the opportunity to use semen on any of their herd sires. term value and profits with confidence. Peak Dot will offer the opportunity to use semen on any of their herd sires. Guaranteeing 5 embryos with an open top. All flush expenses at Guaranteeing 5 embryos with an open top. All flush expenses at 
the cost of the buyer. Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch.the cost of the buyer. Consigned by Peak Dot Ranch.

LOT 16LOT 16
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Pregnant SEXED FEMALE RECIPIENT

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 
COLEMAN BRAVO 6313 

COLEMAN DONNA 714

S A V RENOWN 3439 
LAWSONS CHLOE C815 
LAWSONS CHLOE Z341

COLEMAN BRAVO 6313 X LAWSONS CHLOE C815

CE BW WW YW MILK
6.0 1.3 73 132 25

• • A female that has arguably had more accolades bestowed on her then any worthy A female that has arguably had more accolades bestowed on her then any worthy 
cow on the planetcow on the planet

• • A female sexed calf from this cow family will be something to have in any herdA female sexed calf from this cow family will be something to have in any herd
• • Her most notable progeny consists of a full brother to this mating, Coleman Her most notable progeny consists of a full brother to this mating, Coleman 

Triumph, who was valued at $225,000Triumph, who was valued at $225,000
• • Daughters include Chloe 9275 was a $375,000 for half interest, and the $150,000 Daughters include Chloe 9275 was a $375,000 for half interest, and the $150,000 

valued Chloe 900valued Chloe 900
• • The sire of the mating, Bravo, was also a $450,000 feaure, who is a rare commodityThe sire of the mating, Bravo, was also a $450,000 feaure, who is a rare commodity
• • The recip is a purebred Black Angus cow, CFL 26G, and is due Jan. 15. Cuddy/The recip is a purebred Black Angus cow, CFL 26G, and is due Jan. 15. Cuddy/

Elmbank are willing to work with the purchaser on calving this female out and Elmbank are willing to work with the purchaser on calving this female out and 
arranging trucking at a later date if needed.arranging trucking at a later date if needed.

Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank Farms.Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank Farms.

LOT 17LOT 17

P
E

Coleman Bravo 6313 // Sire

Coleman Chloe 900 // Daughter
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STEVENSON TURNING POINT 
CONLEY SOUTH POINT 8362 

P R LADY 909 4200-587

S A V RENOVATION 6822  
CJR TIBBIE 5H 
CJRO TIBBIE 5E

2273429  //  ELLS 2005K  //  01/01/2022  //  BW: 70 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
7.0 1.8 59 97 24

TibbieELLSMERE 2005K  Here’s a heifer that from day one we knew she was going to be a special calf. Ellsmere  Here’s a heifer that from day one we knew she was going to be a special calf. Ellsmere 
Tibbie 2005K is one of those females that really ties it all together in one complete Tibbie 2005K is one of those females that really ties it all together in one complete 
package when it comes to epds, pedigree, and structure. She starts by stemming from package when it comes to epds, pedigree, and structure. She starts by stemming from 
the productive and ever popular Tibbie cow family. Her dam (CJRO Tibbie 5H) is an SAV the productive and ever popular Tibbie cow family. Her dam (CJRO Tibbie 5H) is an SAV 
Renovation 6822 daughter who’s good footed, long sided and very milky; not to mention Renovation 6822 daughter who’s good footed, long sided and very milky; not to mention 
easy to work with. Tibbie 2005K’s sire Conley South Point is very well known for his easy to work with. Tibbie 2005K’s sire Conley South Point is very well known for his 
triumphant show ring wins both north and south of the border. Tibbie 2005K herself triumphant show ring wins both north and south of the border. Tibbie 2005K herself 
has had her own success in the ring this year by being named champion angus futurity has had her own success in the ring this year by being named champion angus futurity 
female, champion angus heifer calf and Junior champion Angus female at the Classic female, champion angus heifer calf and Junior champion Angus female at the Classic 
Heritage Beef Show in Windsor Nova Scotia. She’s beautiful fronted, long sided and Heritage Beef Show in Windsor Nova Scotia. She’s beautiful fronted, long sided and 
has plenty of rib shape and stands on a great foot. With all this being said we feel that has plenty of rib shape and stands on a great foot. With all this being said we feel that 
Ellsmere Tibbie 2005K is arguably one of the best females we’ve raised to date and that Ellsmere Tibbie 2005K is arguably one of the best females we’ve raised to date and that 
the best days are still ahead of her. the best days are still ahead of her. Consigned by Ellsmere Farms Ltd. Consigned by Ellsmere Farms Ltd. 

LOT 18LOT 18
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CFCC BLACK JACK 001 
KR CASINO 6243 

MALSONS SAVANNAH 27Y

DAJS ALL STAR M243 
L C C C LUCY ALL STAR 1231 
L C C C LUCY 131

2289014  //  GFA 28K  //  20/01/2022  //  BW: 82 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
-1.0 4.5 56 99 31

LucyGF 28K Banner chasing alert! This one has all of the parts and pieces to be a serious contender Banner chasing alert! This one has all of the parts and pieces to be a serious contender 
for 2023.  She’s as elegant and extended as they come, stout pinned and great at the for 2023.  She’s as elegant and extended as they come, stout pinned and great at the 
ground.  She comes by her presence honestly being a daughter of LCCC Lucy All Star ground.  She comes by her presence honestly being a daughter of LCCC Lucy All Star 
1231, who was the 2013-2014 Res ROV show heifer of the year.  She’s as good as they 1231, who was the 2013-2014 Res ROV show heifer of the year.  She’s as good as they 
come and in the right condition to excel as a bred heifer this coming year come and in the right condition to excel as a bred heifer this coming year Consigned by Consigned by 
Gilchrist Farms.Gilchrist Farms.

LOT 19LOT 19

Dam // Res ROV show female of the Year 
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PVF INSIGHT 0129 
PVF BLACKLIST 7077 

PVF BLACKBIRD 3070

C&C MCKINLEY 3000 EXAR  
ANDERSON’S PROVEN QUEEN 801 
PVF PROVEN QUEEN 2108

2256760  //  MDKP 8K  //  05/01/2022  //  BW: 75 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 3.2 62 103 13

Proven QueenKOYLE 8K Blacklist has solidified his greatness as a potent sire of elite structure and style. Blacklist has solidified his greatness as a potent sire of elite structure and style. 
8K carries that desirable structure, substance and bone and has the “look” of a real 8K carries that desirable structure, substance and bone and has the “look” of a real 
attractive female package. Her dam was the Reserve Senior Yearling at the 2019 attractive female package. Her dam was the Reserve Senior Yearling at the 2019 
National Angus Show at the Royal in Toronto. Her dam, 801, is a product of the PVF, ET National Angus Show at the Royal in Toronto. Her dam, 801, is a product of the PVF, ET 
program, and is one of the few C & C McKinley 3000 EXAR’s in Canada and hails from program, and is one of the few C & C McKinley 3000 EXAR’s in Canada and hails from 
the renowned Proven Queen Family. Solid foundation with a bright future ahead of her. the renowned Proven Queen Family. Solid foundation with a bright future ahead of her. 
Consigned by Koyle Farms.Consigned by Koyle Farms.

LOT 20LOT 20
Anderson’s Proven Queen 801 // Dam
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COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 
S A V PRESIDENT 6847 
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136

S A V NET WORTH 4200 
NEILCAIRN QUEEN 45G 
CLAIR LANE QUEEN 1407

2256253  //  ICFS 2K  //  01/01/2022  //  BW: 75 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
7.0 1.4 56 95 24

QueenICF 6847 2K Queen’s pedigree nearly writes her footnote itself. From President and Net Worth to the Queen’s pedigree nearly writes her footnote itself. From President and Net Worth to the 
legendary Hawthorne Queen 1R there is no guess work left here. Her combination of legendary Hawthorne Queen 1R there is no guess work left here. Her combination of 
length and depth along with that eye catching look have made her a standout from the length and depth along with that eye catching look have made her a standout from the 
day she hit the ground. Take her home and let her write many years of footnotes for the day she hit the ground. Take her home and let her write many years of footnotes for the 
outstanding progeny I’m sure she will produce for you. outstanding progeny I’m sure she will produce for you. Consigned by Iris Creek Farms.Consigned by Iris Creek Farms.

LOT 21LOT 21
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Lady
NORTHERN VIEW SMW GUSTOV 3Z 

DMM MAXIMUS 18G 
DMM MISS ESSENCE 5C

S A V RENOWN 3439 
JL LADY 8050 
JL LADY 0016

2253188  //  DDGN 211K  //  06/01/2022  //  BW: 81 lbs.2253188  //  DDGN 211K  //  06/01/2022  //  BW: 81 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
-7.0- 5.6 83 133 28

DDGN 211K In our opinion DDGN Lady 211K has the distinction of being our best DMM Maximus In our opinion DDGN Lady 211K has the distinction of being our best DMM Maximus 
heifer calf born here this year. She caught our eye early because of her sleek front heifer calf born here this year. She caught our eye early because of her sleek front 
1/3, big depth of body and real wide top put into a very attractive package. She is the 1/3, big depth of body and real wide top put into a very attractive package. She is the 
natural calf of our donor cow JL Lady 8050, which was our pick and a featured lot from natural calf of our donor cow JL Lady 8050, which was our pick and a featured lot from 
the Johnson Livestock dispersal. A pedigree combination of DMM Maximus and SAV the Johnson Livestock dispersal. A pedigree combination of DMM Maximus and SAV 
Renown is sure to be stacked with maternal traits, performance and front pasture look. Renown is sure to be stacked with maternal traits, performance and front pasture look. 
This sweetheart has been a gem to work with and one that will be hard for our family to This sweetheart has been a gem to work with and one that will be hard for our family to 
part with.part with.  Consigned by Dudgeon Cattle Co.Consigned by Dudgeon Cattle Co.

LOT 22LOT 22

JL Lady 8050 // Dam

P
E
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Empress
RITO 707 OF IDEAL 3407 7075 

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136

B C LOOKOUT 7024 
PREMIER HASSON EMPRESS 714 
OSU EMPRESS 3100

2291976  //  SCHM 40K  //  14/02/2022

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.3 2.8 59 106 20

PARKVIEW 40K • • Flawless resource daughter out of a prolific cow family that has banners to prove itFlawless resource daughter out of a prolific cow family that has banners to prove it
• • Grandam 3100 is a two time Supreme Champion of the Royal, with 714 claimed as Grandam 3100 is a two time Supreme Champion of the Royal, with 714 claimed as 

her best daughter in productionher best daughter in production
• • Udder quality, massive-bodied, and elegant presence is what the Empress females Udder quality, massive-bodied, and elegant presence is what the Empress females 

are noted forare noted for
• • We feel the sheer power of Resoure combined with the beautiful Empress’s makes We feel the sheer power of Resoure combined with the beautiful Empress’s makes 

this a sure fire dealthis a sure fire deal
  Consigned by Parkview Farms.Consigned by Parkview Farms.

LOT 23LOT 23

P
E

OSU Empress 3100 // Grandam

Premier Hasson Empress 714 // Dam



3131

S A V REGISTRY 2831 
S A V SENSATION 5615 

S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136 

YOUNG DALE BELIEVE 46B 
VLS LADY 491E 
REHORST ELIMINATOR PEAKES 499B

2264181  //  VLS 4914K  //  01/01/2022  //  BW: 89 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
-8.0 4.4 67 117 19

LadyVLS 4914K Lady is a very well balanced female that we have enjoyed watching her come into her Lady is a very well balanced female that we have enjoyed watching her come into her 
own. She is a deep bodied female with tons of length, and a clean sleek front end. Lady own. She is a deep bodied female with tons of length, and a clean sleek front end. Lady 
strides out ultra sound on feet and legs for longevity and maternal strengths. She is strides out ultra sound on feet and legs for longevity and maternal strengths. She is 
backed by plenty of maternal strength and power in her pedigree. Come check her out backed by plenty of maternal strength and power in her pedigree. Come check her out 
sale day and you will sure to be impressed, whether you’re looking for a junior project or sale day and you will sure to be impressed, whether you’re looking for a junior project or 
to strengthen your herd!! to strengthen your herd!! Consigned by Van Esse Livestock.Consigned by Van Esse Livestock.

LOT 24LOT 24
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BUSHS UNBELIEVABLE 423 
PENNERS TOPS 5238 

PENNERS CLOVA PRIDE 2138

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
ROLLING MEADOWS ABIGALE 18F 
WHITESTONE ABIGALE 4106

2272882  //  RMCC 114K  //  04/01/2022  //  BW: 79 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
- - - - -

AbigaleRMCC 114K A daughter of one of the notable maternal lines in our breeding program. A descendant A daughter of one of the notable maternal lines in our breeding program. A descendant 
of the Bohi Abigale 6014, the Abigale family never disappoints in their breeding and of the Bohi Abigale 6014, the Abigale family never disappoints in their breeding and 
production, all while maintaining boldness of rib and depth of body. The combination production, all while maintaining boldness of rib and depth of body. The combination 
of Penners Tops 5238 and the Abigale family blend for powerful genetics that you don’t of Penners Tops 5238 and the Abigale family blend for powerful genetics that you don’t 
want to miss as this heifer matures.want to miss as this heifer matures.  Consigned by Rolling Meadows Cattle CompanyConsigned by Rolling Meadows Cattle Company

LOT 25LOT 25



3333

S A V RENOWN 3439 
COLEMAN GLACIER 041 

COLEMANN DONNA 439

BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y  
BAR-E-L ERICA 74A  
HF ERICA 339T

COLEMAN GLACIER 041  X   BAR-E-L ERICA 74A 

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.0 3.1 65 111 29

LOT 26ALOT 26A EmbryosTWO PACKAGES OF THREE IVFTWO PACKAGES OF THREE IVF

S A V RAINFALL 6846 
SQUARE B ATLANTIS 8060 

ELBANNA OF CONANGA 1209

BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y  
BAR-E-L ERICA 74A  
HF ERICA 339T

SQUARE B ATLANTIS 8060  X   BAR-E-L ERICA 74A 

CE BW WW YW MILK
5.5 2.2 57 98 26

EmbryosCHOICE OF THREE OR FIVECHOICE OF THREE OR FIVE

LOT 26BLOT 26B

We were very fortunate to purchase a flush last December on the productive Bar-E-L Erica 74A. After much debate on what to breed her to we came up with the Coleman Glacier and We were very fortunate to purchase a flush last December on the productive Bar-E-L Erica 74A. After much debate on what to breed her to we came up with the Coleman Glacier and 
Square B Atlantis bulls. Two bulls that I really admire their type and I’m excited to implant a bunch of these embryos this spring myself. Your homework is done and the marketing is Square B Atlantis bulls. Two bulls that I really admire their type and I’m excited to implant a bunch of these embryos this spring myself. Your homework is done and the marketing is 
pretty easy to complete. Embryos are IVF done at Trans Ova. I’m currently in the process of having them moved to Bow Valley. pretty easy to complete. Embryos are IVF done at Trans Ova. I’m currently in the process of having them moved to Bow Valley. Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by 
a certified technician. Consigned by Poplar Meadows Angus.a certified technician. Consigned by Poplar Meadows Angus.

Square B Atlantis 8060 // Sire

Coleman Glacier 041 // Sire

P
E

P
E
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COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 
S A V PRESIDENT 6847  
S A V BLACKCAP MAY 4136

S A V ELIMINATOR 9105 
JL EVENING TINGE 3618  
HF EVENING TINGE 57R

S A V PRESIDENT 6847  X   JL EVENING TINGE 3618

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 2.2 56 93 29

EmbryosONE PACKAGE OF THREE • • Full sib eggs to the $42,000 AAC sensation to Premier Livestock/North Huron Full sib eggs to the $42,000 AAC sensation to Premier Livestock/North Huron 
Angus, a cow you’ll hear a lot aboutAngus, a cow you’ll hear a lot about

• • 3618 has been refered to as the most complete daughter of 57R, who has over 60 3618 has been refered to as the most complete daughter of 57R, who has over 60 
registered progenyregistered progeny

• • President daughters are proving to be milky, sound, and all around superior President daughters are proving to be milky, sound, and all around superior 
females, such as 13G pictured abovefemales, such as 13G pictured above

• • 3618 is now deceased, these are the last embryos available, ever3618 is now deceased, these are the last embryos available, ever
Guarantee one pregnancy if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Rehorst Guarantee one pregnancy if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Rehorst 
Farms Ltd.Farms Ltd.

LOT 27LOT 27
HF Evening Tinge 57R // Grandam

Cuddy Evening Tinge 2208K // Daughter of 13G

Cuddy Evening Tinge 13G // Full sister to embryos
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SITZ STELLAR 726D 
S A V STERLING 1766 

SA V POLLY 9744

S A V RENOWN 3439 
JL FOREVER LADY 9078 
JL FOREVER LADY 1280

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.0 1.3 72 131 26

LOT 28ALOT 28A EmbryosPACKAGE OF THREEPACKAGE OF THREE

SIRE OF YOUR CHOICE  X   JL FOREVER LADY 9078 

EmbryosCHOICE OF THREECHOICE OF THREE

LOT 28BLOT 28B

• • 9078 has become what she was planned to be9078 has become what she was planned to be
• • The high seller from the JL Dispersal at $42,000, her remarkable udder, stoutness, and overall eye appeal is so true to her outstanding paperworkThe high seller from the JL Dispersal at $42,000, her remarkable udder, stoutness, and overall eye appeal is so true to her outstanding paperwork
• • Sterling is the talk for the most phenotype bull to come out of SAV in some time, with a report card second to noneSterling is the talk for the most phenotype bull to come out of SAV in some time, with a report card second to none
• • Also offering 3 eggs to the sire of your choice, her Rainfall daughter is at the top of our heifer pen, and we anxiously awat ET calves coming in 2023Also offering 3 eggs to the sire of your choice, her Rainfall daughter is at the top of our heifer pen, and we anxiously awat ET calves coming in 2023
• • A cow that can elevate any program, these Forever Lady’s are the kind to build aroundA cow that can elevate any program, these Forever Lady’s are the kind to build around
Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank FarmsGuarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Cuddy/Elmbank Farms

P
E

S A V STERLING 1766  X   JL FOREVER LADY 9078

S A V Sterling 1766 // Sire

JL Forever Lady 9078 // As a bred heifer
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Embryos
SCHIEFELBEIN ATTRACTIVE 4565 

SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338 
FROSTY ELBA 3745

HF SYNDICATE 213Z 
U-2 LENORE 37C 
U-2 LENORE 304A

SCHIEFELBEIN SHOWMAN 338  X   U-2 LENORE 37C

CE BW WW YW MILK
11.0 0.5 66 122 27

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE Lenore 37C is a cow with an impeccable phenotype. She is wide topped with lots of Lenore 37C is a cow with an impeccable phenotype. She is wide topped with lots of 
depth of rib yet very feminine. She has an exceptional foot and udder quality. This cow is depth of rib yet very feminine. She has an exceptional foot and udder quality. This cow is 
as consistent in her production as can be. She has raised herd sires and top end females. as consistent in her production as can be. She has raised herd sires and top end females. 
Her America son is at the top end of the group this year. This mating with Schiefelbein Her America son is at the top end of the group this year. This mating with Schiefelbein 
Showman will for sure result in some awesome progeny with exceptional performance.  Showman will for sure result in some awesome progeny with exceptional performance.  
Embryos are stored at Ormstown Veterinary Clinic. Consigned by Ranch Covey Hill.Embryos are stored at Ormstown Veterinary Clinic. Consigned by Ranch Covey Hill.

LOT 29LOT 29

P
E

Schiefelbein Showman 338 // Sire
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Double Bar D Ada 117C STF Onyx 451W RF Certainly Flirtin 956G Double Bar D Mystery 525J // Feature Red

Pick of the DOUBLE BAR D 2023 HEIFER CALVES

Never before have we offered a pick of our entire heifer calf crop by public auction. Our extensive ET program has grown massively in the past 
years, and this coming year we are expecting our largest group ever. Pictured here are three of our donors, and our lead red bred heifer selling 
on December 7, to give you an idea on the level of caliber available. We would like the selection to be made by October 15, 2023, and to give you 
a tour of our growing herd that consists of red, black, and full blood genetics. Consigned by Double Bar D Farms.

LOT 30
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W/C RELENTLESS 32C 
JSUL SOMETHING ABOUT MARY 8421 

JBSF PROUD MARY

SVS BETTS 808F 
ERIXON DARLIN 2.0 
IRCC DARLIN’ 613D

CE BW WW YW MILK
11.5 2.7 80.8 118.5 21

Pick of the DARLIN 2.0 4H X SOMETHING ABOUT MARY CALVESDARLIN 2.0 4H X SOMETHING ABOUT MARY CALVES

JSUL Something About Mary 8421 // SireIRCC Darlin 613D // Grandam

LOT 31LOT 31 This Darlin thing might just be the hottest thing going in the Simmental breed or for This Darlin thing might just be the hottest thing going in the Simmental breed or for 
that matter in any breed that there has ever been. The ability of one cow to breed that that matter in any breed that there has ever been. The ability of one cow to breed that 
much excellence so consistently is unrivalled. This pick will be one of the most exciting much excellence so consistently is unrivalled. This pick will be one of the most exciting 
opportunities to get in on the action of the Darlin craze and also be out of the reigning opportunities to get in on the action of the Darlin craze and also be out of the reigning 
National Champion female. SAM progeny are dominating shows and sales and since National Champion female. SAM progeny are dominating shows and sales and since 
his passing the opportunities to get in on his genetics are also becoming more elusive. his passing the opportunities to get in on his genetics are also becoming more elusive. 
Genetics here that are as popular as you get and as current as tomorrow, this pick offers Genetics here that are as popular as you get and as current as tomorrow, this pick offers 
excitement, progress and potential for a huge ROI. excitement, progress and potential for a huge ROI. Consigned by Premier Livestock, Consigned by Premier Livestock, 
Hasson Livestock, and Indian River Cattle Company.Hasson Livestock, and Indian River Cattle Company.

P
E
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SFM STOUGHTON 18D 
WLB JOHN WAYNE 493G 

WLB 52Z TARA 3612D

IPU RED ZONE 16A 
X-T RED CARMINE 100C 
X-T MISS RED LINER 101Y

BPG1396944  //  FARL 5K  //  19/01/2022  //  Homo Polled  //  BW: 92 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
5.4 5.0 89.8 137.2 28.6

Ms KeepsakeFARL This will be the first WLB John Wayne calf to sell in eastern Canada. Keepsake has been This will be the first WLB John Wayne calf to sell in eastern Canada. Keepsake has been 
the stand out calf since day one but when you review her pedigree and see all the great the stand out calf since day one but when you review her pedigree and see all the great 
western breeding operations represented one knows she is bred to be as good as she western breeding operations represented one knows she is bred to be as good as she 
is. Her sire is new to most herds in Canada as limited semen packs were sold. Her dam, is. Her sire is new to most herds in Canada as limited semen packs were sold. Her dam, 
deep bodied, clean fronted and dark red was a high selling bred out of Simmsational deep bodied, clean fronted and dark red was a high selling bred out of Simmsational 
from X-T and has produced a heifer calf every year. Keepsake speaks for herself. Square from X-T and has produced a heifer calf every year. Keepsake speaks for herself. Square 
on all corners, strong bone, clean jointed, takes a full stride, wide pinned, large hip, on all corners, strong bone, clean jointed, takes a full stride, wide pinned, large hip, 
stout from top to bottom, level tail set, clean fronted, fitters hair, long spined, great neck stout from top to bottom, level tail set, clean fronted, fitters hair, long spined, great neck 
extension are words visitors have used to describe her. I describe her as a very complete extension are words visitors have used to describe her. I describe her as a very complete 
performance heifer that will produce very marketable calves, bull or heifer. performance heifer that will produce very marketable calves, bull or heifer. Consigned by Consigned by 
Far-L Farms.Far-L Farms.

LOT 32LOT 32
WLB John Wayne 493G // Sire
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SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z 
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D  

RF SCREAM 215Z

DESTINY BUCKEYE 
DESTINY BUCKEYE SOPHIA 
DESTINY LEGACY SOFIA

PG1396510  //  BMW 41K  //  07/01/2022  //  BW: 91 lbs.  //  HOMO POLLED

CE BW WW YW MILK
8.2 4.0 83.2 113.9 18.4

Cash Is KingWEPPLERS Not everyday do you get a chance to purchase a recently slapped National Champion. Cash Not everyday do you get a chance to purchase a recently slapped National Champion. Cash 
has been a pretty special individual since he arrived in January as he was one of the stoutest has been a pretty special individual since he arrived in January as he was one of the stoutest 
calves I’ve ever seen at such a young age. As he’s grown throughout the summer and into the calves I’ve ever seen at such a young age. As he’s grown throughout the summer and into the 
fall he hasn’t looked back weighing nearly 1000lbs the first of September. Cash’s deep blood fall he hasn’t looked back weighing nearly 1000lbs the first of September. Cash’s deep blood 
red colour and incredible hair coat separate him from the rest but he’s admired for much more. red colour and incredible hair coat separate him from the rest but he’s admired for much more. 
A masculine head and crest up front, super long spined with ample shape and spring of rib A masculine head and crest up front, super long spined with ample shape and spring of rib 
through his middle third but is mostly admired on his explosive hip structure and the way he through his middle third but is mostly admired on his explosive hip structure and the way he 
transfers it into a big dense bone and foot. 41K is maturing nicely with a large scrotal that has transfers it into a big dense bone and foot. 41K is maturing nicely with a large scrotal that has 
ideal shape. His dam was my first Simmental purchase as the lot 1 female from good friends ideal shape. His dam was my first Simmental purchase as the lot 1 female from good friends 
at Destiny Simmentals out of their first online sale. Sophia has done nothing but generate with at Destiny Simmentals out of their first online sale. Sophia has done nothing but generate with 
high sellers at the Royal Elite sale as well as the Ontario Autumn Simmental classic. Cash high sellers at the Royal Elite sale as well as the Ontario Autumn Simmental classic. Cash 
reminds me a lot of his sire in terms of colour, hair and power who needs no introduction as reminds me a lot of his sire in terms of colour, hair and power who needs no introduction as 
one of the greatest red bulls in recent history. If you’re serious about adding a bull that meets one of the greatest red bulls in recent history. If you’re serious about adding a bull that meets 
today's beef industry needs have a close look at Cash Is King.  today's beef industry needs have a close look at Cash Is King.  Consigned by Weppler Cattle Consigned by Weppler Cattle 
Company.Company.

LOT 33LOT 33
Weppler’s Day Drunk // Maternal Sister



4141

YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C RELENTLESS 32C 

MISS WERNING KP 8543U

WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y 
WEPPLERS DREAMIN BOUT SUMMER 
LFE BS DREAMLADY 62C

CE BW WW YW MILK
8.3 5.9 84.9 120.7 15.9

JewelWEPPLER’S A unique breeding piece offered in this pedigree. Jewel comes right off the top end of A unique breeding piece offered in this pedigree. Jewel comes right off the top end of 
the replacement pen. Her mothers a stout moderate female that was an in dam purchase the replacement pen. Her mothers a stout moderate female that was an in dam purchase 
from Lewis Farms and clicked nicely with the sire of champions W/C Relentless. Jewel from Lewis Farms and clicked nicely with the sire of champions W/C Relentless. Jewel 
comes right off the top end of the replacement pen. Jewels maturing into quite the comes right off the top end of the replacement pen. Jewels maturing into quite the 
beast, so soft yet massive through the centre portion of her body and her extended front beast, so soft yet massive through the centre portion of her body and her extended front 
1/3 that’s placed highly out of the point of her shoulder giving her that attractive look 1/3 that’s placed highly out of the point of her shoulder giving her that attractive look 
we all love. Her mating to the now deceased SRH Hannibal 5H is nothing but exciting, we all love. Her mating to the now deceased SRH Hannibal 5H is nothing but exciting, 
one of the most talked about calving ease bulls. With semen never being on the open one of the most talked about calving ease bulls. With semen never being on the open 
market a baldy calf will gather a quick ROI.market a baldy calf will gather a quick ROI. AI bred to SRH Hannibal 5H on April 13, 2022.  AI bred to SRH Hannibal 5H on April 13, 2022. 
Consigned by Weppler Cattle Company.Consigned by Weppler Cattle Company.

LOT 34LOT 34

BPG1354333  //  BMW 01J  //  11/01/2022  //  BW: 90 lbs.  //  HOMO POLLED/BLACKBPG1354333  //  BMW 01J  //  11/01/2022  //  BW: 90 lbs.  //  HOMO POLLED/BLACK

Weppler’s Hot Topic // Maternal Sister

W/C Relentless 32C // Sire
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HTP/SVF DURACELL T52 
GSC GCCO DEW NORTH 102C 

WELSH`S SCARLET 161Z

W/C RELENTLESS 32C 
LLSF FLIRT F195 
TJSC ONYX 44B

BPTG1401828  //  ALTO 2102K  //  16/01/2022  //  BW: 78 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
11.5 1.4 82.1 109.2 19.3

OnyxALTON  2102K We are very excited to be offering this set of daughters from the up and coming LLSF Flirt F195 We are very excited to be offering this set of daughters from the up and coming LLSF Flirt F195 
from the Onyx cow family. A female that has made a substantial impact on our program. We place from the Onyx cow family. A female that has made a substantial impact on our program. We place 
a strong emphasis on the importance of foundation cow families and the evidence is shining a strong emphasis on the importance of foundation cow families and the evidence is shining 
through with these two daughters. Alton Onyx 2102K is this striking blaze face daughter of LLSF through with these two daughters. Alton Onyx 2102K is this striking blaze face daughter of LLSF 
F195. She offers an elite combination of form, phenotype, soundness and function. Onyx sets F195. She offers an elite combination of form, phenotype, soundness and function. Onyx sets 
down an extra circumference of a symmetrical foot and bone. With excellent joint flex and set down an extra circumference of a symmetrical foot and bone. With excellent joint flex and set 
that is near textbook making her smooth and flawless on the move. Onyx 2102K is so sleek about that is near textbook making her smooth and flawless on the move. Onyx 2102K is so sleek about 
her front third, high tying in her neck attachment and clean chested. We love the outward turn her front third, high tying in her neck attachment and clean chested. We love the outward turn 
dimension, depth of body and dense build that this female offers to her fore rib and center body dimension, depth of body and dense build that this female offers to her fore rib and center body 
that facilitates more shape, body mass and eye appeal down the length of her skeleton to a long that facilitates more shape, body mass and eye appeal down the length of her skeleton to a long 
hip and square pin placement. 2102K offers a look of balance that is hard to emulate. She has a hip and square pin placement. 2102K offers a look of balance that is hard to emulate. She has a 
bright future as a show heifer but ultimately we expect her to keep the family tradition alive once bright future as a show heifer but ultimately we expect her to keep the family tradition alive once 
she enters production. A true sale feature and one that we anticipate will create her own legacy.  she enters production. A true sale feature and one that we anticipate will create her own legacy.  
Consigned by Alton Century Farms Ltd.Consigned by Alton Century Farms Ltd.

LOT 35ALOT 35A
TJSC Onyx 44B // Grandam

LLSF Flirt F195 // Dam
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CNS PAYS TO DREAM T759 
LLSF PAYS TO BELIEVE ZU194 

LLSF URABABYDOLL U194

W/C RELENTLESS 32C 
LLSF FLIRT F195 
TJSC ONYX 44B

BPTG1401826  //  ALTO 2098K  //  09/01/2022  //  BW: 70 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
10.5 1.3 63.6 92.2 19.0

OnyxALTON 2098K
LOT 35BLOT 35B

Alton Onyx 2098K possesses such a dominant presence, she is super cowy, bold bodied, deep Alton Onyx 2098K possesses such a dominant presence, she is super cowy, bold bodied, deep 
sided and a square built female. Tying it together from end to end while offering the look of a sided and a square built female. Tying it together from end to end while offering the look of a 
cornerstone matriarch. We admire when this female is set into motion, she maintains her eye cornerstone matriarch. We admire when this female is set into motion, she maintains her eye 
appeal, soundness, structural integrity, flexibility and keeps her top line while on the move. appeal, soundness, structural integrity, flexibility and keeps her top line while on the move. 
Onyx 2098 is soft jointed with great structural width. This is a powerful combination of P2B and Onyx 2098 is soft jointed with great structural width. This is a powerful combination of P2B and 
Relentless,who are both proven female makers. Giving her the right components to generate a Relentless,who are both proven female makers. Giving her the right components to generate a 
quick ROI. 2098K is the second of full sibs to come on the market, with her full sib being the sale quick ROI. 2098K is the second of full sibs to come on the market, with her full sib being the sale 
topper at the 2022 Autumn Simmental Classic Sale selling to Outset Cattle Company for $10,250. topper at the 2022 Autumn Simmental Classic Sale selling to Outset Cattle Company for $10,250. 
We love the doability and efficiency that these sisters offer. Study them hard; they are the kind of We love the doability and efficiency that these sisters offer. Study them hard; they are the kind of 
females you can build a program around. Although these females share a common denominator, females you can build a program around. Although these females share a common denominator, 
they certainly have subtle differences. We will let you decide which of the sisters best suits your they certainly have subtle differences. We will let you decide which of the sisters best suits your 
program. program. Consigned by Alton Century Farms Ltd.Consigned by Alton Century Farms Ltd.
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PROFIT 
BAILEY’S ONE OF A KIND 

BAILEY’S MS DREAMY 946W

REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S 
REMINGTON MISS KNIGHT 63U 
BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT78E-51G

PTG1396577  //  GR 14K  //  08/03/2022  //  BW: 89 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
5.1 4.5 83.6 123.6 18.1

Miss KnightGR 14K The A and B lot that we are selling with the flush are two direct ET daughters out of 63U. The A and B lot that we are selling with the flush are two direct ET daughters out of 63U. 
These 2 have been stand out since birth. The 2K sire is by none other than the 2021 These 2 have been stand out since birth. The 2K sire is by none other than the 2021 
Agribition Champion True North. She is stout made, super clean fronted, free moving Agribition Champion True North. She is stout made, super clean fronted, free moving 
and with the blaze face to make it a complete package. The 14k is a dark cherry red and with the blaze face to make it a complete package. The 14k is a dark cherry red 
nice made, nice fronted, and a great hip to make a great induvial. She is sired by Bailys nice made, nice fronted, and a great hip to make a great induvial. She is sired by Bailys 
One of a Kind. These two are every bit as good as their half sister out of County O that One of a Kind. These two are every bit as good as their half sister out of County O that 
sold to Dimond M cattle for $18500 in the Falls View sale last year. These two are the sold to Dimond M cattle for $18500 in the Falls View sale last year. These two are the 
front pasture kind. They will make great cows like their mother or hang a halter on them front pasture kind. They will make great cows like their mother or hang a halter on them 
and win some banners. Be sure to have a look at these two, a great opportunity to own and win some banners. Be sure to have a look at these two, a great opportunity to own 
females out of this great cow family. females out of this great cow family. Consigned by G R SimmentalsConsigned by G R Simmentals

LOT 36ALOT 36A
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GSC GCCO DEW NORTH 102C 
LLW CARD TRUE NORTH G71 

COX`S JOYS PRINCESS711E

REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S 
REMINGTON MISS KNIGHT 63U 
BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT78E-51G

BPTG1396572  //  GR 2K  //  16/02/2022  //  BW: 86 lbs.BPTG1396572  //  GR 2K  //  16/02/2022  //  BW: 86 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
11.4 0.7 73.3 103.4 21.9

Miss KnightGR 2K 
LOT 36BLOT 36B

Bailey’s One Of A Kind // Sire LLW Card True North G71 // Sire
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REMINGTON RED LABEL HR 
REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S 

DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M

SV CHARLIES APPLAUSE 
BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT78E-51G 
BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT83Y-78E

REMINGTON MISS KNIGHT 63U

CE BW WW YW MILK
9.3 2.0 73.1 110.0 22.4

FlushOFFERING THE RIGHT TO FLUSH We are excited to be part of the 2022 Falls View sales event. Here is a great opportunity to We are excited to be part of the 2022 Falls View sales event. Here is a great opportunity to 
buy a flush in one of the breeds great red Baldy donors. At 14 years of age, she is still sound buy a flush in one of the breeds great red Baldy donors. At 14 years of age, she is still sound 
as you can make one. She has a flush record that is outstanding the last 6 flushes she has as you can make one. She has a flush record that is outstanding the last 6 flushes she has 
averaged 35 #1 frozen embryos. Also being Lock N Load’s full sister does not hurt her.  She averaged 35 #1 frozen embryos. Also being Lock N Load’s full sister does not hurt her.  She 
is a breed changer in her own right. The heifer that is most recognised out of 63U is the is a breed changer in her own right. The heifer that is most recognised out of 63U is the 
yearling that went on to be the Grand champion female in the open Simmental show and yearling that went on to be the Grand champion female in the open Simmental show and 
was named Reserve over all breeds in the Junior show at the 2017 Royal Winter Fair. She is was named Reserve over all breeds in the Junior show at the 2017 Royal Winter Fair. She is 
one of Steve Yackley favorite cow to IVF at Trans Ova. We have had 65% conception on the one of Steve Yackley favorite cow to IVF at Trans Ova. We have had 65% conception on the 
IVF embryos that we have implanted.  She is open and ready to be flushed and is at Trans IVF embryos that we have implanted.  She is open and ready to be flushed and is at Trans 
Ova. So, if you are looking for some new genetic out of the US here is great opportunity to Ova. So, if you are looking for some new genetic out of the US here is great opportunity to 
do just that on a great cow. do just that on a great cow. Flush to be conducted at Bow Valley or Trans Ova. Guarantee 6 Flush to be conducted at Bow Valley or Trans Ova. Guarantee 6 
embryos with no cap. All flushing costs at buyers expense. Consigned by G R Simmentalsembryos with no cap. All flushing costs at buyers expense. Consigned by G R Simmentals

LOT 36CLOT 36C
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Embryos
GSC GCCO DEW NORTH 102C 

LLW CARD TRUE NORTH G71 
COX`S JOYS PRINCESS711E

W/C BULLSEYE 3046A 
GF EMERALD 301E 
TNGL EMERALD C851

LLW CARD TRUE NORTH G71  X   GF EMERALD 301E

CE BW WW YW MILK
13.6 -0.6 66.5 91.2 19.8

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE  
REVERSE SORTED FEMALE GF Emerald 301E is one of the great ones making a name for herself year after year. GF Emerald 301E is one of the great ones making a name for herself year after year. 

A direct daughter 301H sold for $30,000 as a calf to Alton Century Farms and this A direct daughter 301H sold for $30,000 as a calf to Alton Century Farms and this 
year we have decided to retain all of her ET progeny as we plan to bring out some year we have decided to retain all of her ET progeny as we plan to bring out some 
impressive breds for 2023. The sire of these embryos was the talk of the barns in 2021 impressive breds for 2023. The sire of these embryos was the talk of the barns in 2021 
and his progeny are already starting to leave their mark on the industry. and his progeny are already starting to leave their mark on the industry. Guarantee one Guarantee one 
pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Gilchrist pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Gilchrist 
FarmsFarms

LOT 37LOT 37
GF Sniper 302E // Full brother of 301E

LLW Card True North G71 // Sire

P
E

GF Emerald 301E // As a yearling



Embryos Embryos
HTP/SVF DURACELL T52 

GSC GCCO DEW NORTH 102C 
WELSH`S SCARLET 161Z

LLSF PAYS TO BELIEVE ZU194 
GF EMERALD 301H 
GF EMERALD 301E

GSC GCCO DEW NORTH 102C  X   GF EMERALD 301H

CE BW WW YW MILK
11.7 0.5 80.6 108.9 21.6

LOT 38ALOT 38A
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE OR FIVE 

REVERSE SORTED FEMALE

YARDLEY UTAH Y361 
W/C RELENTLESS 32C 

MISS WERNING KP 8543U

LLSF PAYS TO BELIEVE ZU194 
GF EMERALD 301H 
GF EMERALD 301E

W/C RELENTLESS 32C  X   GF EMERALD 301H

CE BW WW YW MILK
9.4 2.3 72.8 96.9 17.6

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE 
REVERSE SORTED FEMALE

LOT 38BLOT 38B

P
E

P
E

P
E

She turned heads as a calf, she turned heads when the hammer dropped at $30,000 and she’s turning heads now as a two year old with an impressive udder.  The emerald cow family She turned heads as a calf, she turned heads when the hammer dropped at $30,000 and she’s turning heads now as a two year old with an impressive udder.  The emerald cow family 
is consistently producing the right kind of cattle with power and presence while maintaining a soft maternal look. You can make show heifers or maternal matrons here with the is consistently producing the right kind of cattle with power and presence while maintaining a soft maternal look. You can make show heifers or maternal matrons here with the 
two packages of embryos available by the popular Relentless sire or Dew North. two packages of embryos available by the popular Relentless sire or Dew North. Guarantee one (two if 5 embryos are chosen) pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified Guarantee one (two if 5 embryos are chosen) pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified 
technician. Consigned by Gilchrist Farmstechnician. Consigned by Gilchrist Farms
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HAROLDSON’S TRACTION ET 50E 
HAROLDSON’S SCC PAVATI 48G 

HAROLDSON’S WSF LASSIE 48Y 42C

GRLZ TAPPIN’ 39B 
GRLZ MISS TAP 75D 
GRLZ JOLENE 74B

PC03084605  //  AFSY 65J  //  18/03/2021

CE BW WW YW MILK
7.7 0.9 46.4 71.1 27.3

MileyHAROLDSON’S 48G 65J
• 2022 CWA Polled Hereford Champion Female • 2022 CWA Polled Hereford Champion Female 
• 2022 Agribition’s Beef Supreme Top 10 Finalist• 2022 Agribition’s Beef Supreme Top 10 Finalist
• 2022 Royal Winter Fair National Polled Hereford Champion Female• 2022 Royal Winter Fair National Polled Hereford Champion Female
• 2022 Royal Winter Fair Masterfeeds All Breeds Supreme Champion• 2022 Royal Winter Fair Masterfeeds All Breeds Supreme Champion
• 2022 CWA First Lady Hereford Champion & Overall Reserve Champion• 2022 CWA First Lady Hereford Champion & Overall Reserve Champion
• 2021 CWA Junior Heifer Calf Champion• 2021 CWA Junior Heifer Calf Champion
Miley has taken the fall show scene with a vengeance. Her impeccable look has caught the eye of many Miley has taken the fall show scene with a vengeance. Her impeccable look has caught the eye of many 
astute cattlemen and has travelled across the country within a month’s time creating interest far and wide. astute cattlemen and has travelled across the country within a month’s time creating interest far and wide. 
This Pavati daughter has a big future here at RV & Haroldson’s and after many conversations we have decided This Pavati daughter has a big future here at RV & Haroldson’s and after many conversations we have decided 
to offer a flush on this exclusive female. Everything ties together with this female, her low BW EPD matched to offer a flush on this exclusive female. Everything ties together with this female, her low BW EPD matched 
with a perfect milk number makes her the donor candidate who will make a mark. We have so much belief in with a perfect milk number makes her the donor candidate who will make a mark. We have so much belief in 
this female and with Falls View being such a special event that we offer the right to flush Miley. this female and with Falls View being such a special event that we offer the right to flush Miley. Guarantee six Guarantee six 
freezable embryos with an open top. freezable embryos with an open top. 
Consigned by Haroldson's Polled Herefords and River Valley Polled Herefords.Consigned by Haroldson's Polled Herefords and River Valley Polled Herefords.

LOT 39LOT 39

P
E

OFFERING THE RIGHT TO IVF
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Pick of thePick of the GLENLEES FARM 2023 BORN FEMALESGLENLEES FARM 2023 BORN FEMALES

Never before have we offered a pick of our entire calf crop. We have been fortunate to have been able to be very competitive at many national Never before have we offered a pick of our entire calf crop. We have been fortunate to have been able to be very competitive at many national 
shows throughout the continent and what is probably most exciting is the upcoming calf crop from some of the most intriguing sires available shows throughout the continent and what is probably most exciting is the upcoming calf crop from some of the most intriguing sires available 
in the breed. They include the $92,000 Reserve National Champion Evolve, Also from the new Sandhills herdsire Ice Box, multiples from Impact in the breed. They include the $92,000 Reserve National Champion Evolve, Also from the new Sandhills herdsire Ice Box, multiples from Impact 
are included as well as the 2021 CWA champion Bull Game On. Course don’t forget the donor cows that have offspring coming in 2023 such as are included as well as the 2021 CWA champion Bull Game On. Course don’t forget the donor cows that have offspring coming in 2023 such as 
former CWA champions Cameo Girl and the 2021 CWA champion female Reva. We are certainly proud of our cowherd and the involvement they former CWA champions Cameo Girl and the 2021 CWA champion female Reva. We are certainly proud of our cowherd and the involvement they 
have had amongst the Hereford breed for quite some time. Our experiences and success at past Bonanza's are also something to consider for have had amongst the Hereford breed for quite some time. Our experiences and success at past Bonanza's are also something to consider for 
the youth in our breed that have given our daughters lifelong memories. Females included in this pick will do the same for you and become a the youth in our breed that have given our daughters lifelong memories. Females included in this pick will do the same for you and become a 
foundation female to propel your program.  foundation female to propel your program.  Pick to be made by August 15, 2023. Consigned by Glenlees Farm.Pick to be made by August 15, 2023. Consigned by Glenlees Farm.

Glenlees AXA Evolve ET 112J

LOT 40LOT 40
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O P T I M U M  G E N E T I C S ,  P R O D U C I N G  O P T I M U M  R E S U L T SO P T I M U M  G E N E T I C S ,  P R O D U C I N G  O P T I M U M  R E S U L T S

Glenlees 7454 Game On 69H RVP 106A Cameo Girl 45C SHF ICEBOX F158 J030 

Glenlees 27C Reva 32F
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TH 22R 16S LAMBEAU 17Y 
CSC 701 BOLDER 901 

CSC 502 LADY DEW 701

GROSVENOR TITANIUM 80P 303T 
ICF NINDAWAYMA 303T 329Y 
ICF NINDAWAYMA 303S 323U

PC03094334  //  ICF 320K  //  20/03/2022  //  BW: 96 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.1 2.7 60.6 99.9 26.1

NindawaymaICF 901 ET 320K901 ET 320K If you are looking for some fun next year, here’s your heifer! Attractive, hairy and halter If you are looking for some fun next year, here’s your heifer! Attractive, hairy and halter 
broke. She is upheaded, pretty fronted and deep ribbed. Much like her donor dam ICF broke. She is upheaded, pretty fronted and deep ribbed. Much like her donor dam ICF 
329Y, who at 11 years old is still working hard in our herd. An awesome junior project up 329Y, who at 11 years old is still working hard in our herd. An awesome junior project up 
for grabs! for grabs! Consigned by Iris Creek Farms.Consigned by Iris Creek Farms.

LOT 41LOT 41
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R LEADER 6964 
/S MANDATE 66589 ET 

/S LADY DOMINO 0158X

LJR 023R WHITMORE 10W 
NJW 79Z 10W RITA 11B 
BW 91H 100W RITA 79Z ET

FIVE PACKAGES OF FIVE UNITS OF SEMEN

CE BW WW YW MILK
10.8 -0.2 75.6 112.8 31.6

AuthorityNJW 11B 6589 57G ET • • Homo PolledHomo Polled
• • Ranks in the top 1% of the breed for weaning weight, top 2% for yearling, total Ranks in the top 1% of the breed for weaning weight, top 2% for yearling, total 

maternal, and carcass, top 8% for calving ease, top 10% for birth weight, and top maternal, and carcass, top 8% for calving ease, top 10% for birth weight, and top 
20% for milk20% for milk

• • With increasing demand on semen, we have decided to release 25 doses, this will With increasing demand on semen, we have decided to release 25 doses, this will 
be the only semen released for the 2023 seasonbe the only semen released for the 2023 season

• • Masculine, stout, and eye appeal have made Authority the go to sireMasculine, stout, and eye appeal have made Authority the go to sire
Consigned by River Valley Polled Herefords.Consigned by River Valley Polled Herefords.

LOT 42LOT 42
RVP 57G Knowledge 6K // Son

GRH 57G Rita 12K // Daughter
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Pick of the S TO N E W O O D G R A N G E 2 0 2 3 H E I F E R C A LV E SS TO N E W O O D G R A N G E 2 0 2 3 H E I F E R C A LV E S

We are very excited to offer this unique opportunity of the pick of our 2023 heifer calves. Our family has been breeding Herefords since the late 1940s. We are passionate about We are very excited to offer this unique opportunity of the pick of our 2023 heifer calves. Our family has been breeding Herefords since the late 1940s. We are passionate about 
the Hereford business. There Will be a strong selection of calves out of industry leading sires. NJW Longrange. Haroldsons Upgrade, H The Profit, About Time, Harvie Empower, the Hereford business. There Will be a strong selection of calves out of industry leading sires. NJW Longrange. Haroldsons Upgrade, H The Profit, About Time, Harvie Empower, 
Haroldsons Pavatti GH Eclipse. Rsk Command and a few others. Out of proven and valued cow family’s. Rose, Susie Wendy Chauntel, Rember Me, Princess, Firefly, Supreme and Haroldsons Pavatti GH Eclipse. Rsk Command and a few others. Out of proven and valued cow family’s. Rose, Susie Wendy Chauntel, Rember Me, Princess, Firefly, Supreme and 
Lassie to name a few. We strive to breed competitive show females from strong cow lines that can breed on and produce. We anticipate 30 to 40 heifer calves the pick will be from Lassie to name a few. We strive to breed competitive show females from strong cow lines that can breed on and produce. We anticipate 30 to 40 heifer calves the pick will be from 
every female born at our place ET and natural calves nothing held back. Many siblings available from several past successful show heifers. every female born at our place ET and natural calves nothing held back. Many siblings available from several past successful show heifers. Selection to be made by August 1, 2023. Selection to be made by August 1, 2023. 
Consigned by Stonewood Grange.Consigned by Stonewood Grange.

LOT 43LOT 43
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LT RUSHMORE 8060 PLD 
CCC WC RESOURCE 417 P 

WC CCC BLUE GIRL 1528 P

M&M OUTSIDER 4003 PLD 
DF MS EXOTIC EMPRESS 7968F 
TR PZC IMPRESSIVE LADY 0790ET

Applied For  //  PLS 233K  //  02/03/2022  //  BW: 86 lbs.Applied For  //  PLS 233K  //  02/03/2022  //  BW: 86 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
8.2 -1.2 42 77 24.5

EmpressDF MS  233 Exciting opportunity here, Empress is a full sister in blood to the Reserve National Exciting opportunity here, Empress is a full sister in blood to the Reserve National 
Champion Charolais Female in 2022 DF Ms Journey, who was admired by many at the Champion Charolais Female in 2022 DF Ms Journey, who was admired by many at the 
100th Anniversary of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair. Beautifully built Resource daughter 100th Anniversary of the Toronto Royal Winter Fair. Beautifully built Resource daughter 
out of the popular and successful DF Exotic Empress who her self is a full sister to out of the popular and successful DF Exotic Empress who her self is a full sister to 
DF Outrageous the bull who was the talk of the Charolais barn in the past Cattlemen DF Outrageous the bull who was the talk of the Charolais barn in the past Cattlemen 
Congress in Oklahoma. Her pedigree is absolutely stacked with breed leading genetics Congress in Oklahoma. Her pedigree is absolutely stacked with breed leading genetics 
- Resource, Outsider, Firewater and and then the famous Thomas Ms Impressive 0641. - Resource, Outsider, Firewater and and then the famous Thomas Ms Impressive 0641. 
Here’s a Charolais heifer that will be a lot of fun in 2023. She is one that is built right, long Here’s a Charolais heifer that will be a lot of fun in 2023. She is one that is built right, long 
sided an big legged with a front end that exudes show heifer and mama cow! sided an big legged with a front end that exudes show heifer and mama cow! Consigned Consigned 
by Premier Livestock, Serhienko Cattle Co., Six Mile Ranch, and Windulan Cattle by Premier Livestock, Serhienko Cattle Co., Six Mile Ranch, and Windulan Cattle 
Company.Company.

LOT 44LOT 44
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DF MS Exotic Empress 7968F // Dam
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Embryos
LT AUTHORITY 7229 PLD 
LT BADGE 9184 PLD 
LT MADALYNN 6108 PLD

CCC WC RESOURCE 417 P 
DF MS JOURNEY 904J 
DF MS IMAGINE 904

LT BADGE 9184 PLD  X   DF MS JOURNEY 904J

CE BW WW YW MILK
9.1 2.0 47 86 21

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE LT Badge 9184 PLD was clearly the standout favorite at the 2020 Lindskov-Thiel Annual LT Badge 9184 PLD was clearly the standout favorite at the 2020 Lindskov-Thiel Annual 
Bull Sale where he commanded a staggering $105,000 when the bidding ceased. In just a Bull Sale where he commanded a staggering $105,000 when the bidding ceased. In just a 
brief afternoon, Badge had captured the interest of seedstock and commercial producers brief afternoon, Badge had captured the interest of seedstock and commercial producers 
alike across the U.S., Canada and the world. Long bodied, stout-made yet smooth and alike across the U.S., Canada and the world. Long bodied, stout-made yet smooth and 
stylish, LT Badge brings the look cattlemen seek. He packs an impressive pedigree sired stylish, LT Badge brings the look cattlemen seek. He packs an impressive pedigree sired 
by the $160,000 outcross calving ease leader, LT Authority and out of a second-calf LT by the $160,000 outcross calving ease leader, LT Authority and out of a second-calf LT 
Patriot daughter. This homozygous polled bull currently ranks in the top 15% or better Patriot daughter. This homozygous polled bull currently ranks in the top 15% or better 
for six EPD traits. for six EPD traits. Guarantee one pregnancy if implanted by a certified technician. Guarantee one pregnancy if implanted by a certified technician. 
Consigned by Premier Livestock, Whiskey Hollow Cattle Company, and Andamar Cattle Consigned by Premier Livestock, Whiskey Hollow Cattle Company, and Andamar Cattle 
CompanyCompany

LOT 45LOT 45
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KASS/CJB QUIET RIOT ET 
KASS/CJB FAMOUS 6038 ET 

KASS MS JOSIE T38

KCM PROWLER 2X 
ALTON C.F ROXANNE 2034F 
GERRARD ROXANNE 8Z

PFC839307  //  ALTO 2100K  //  12/01/2022  //  BW: 83 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
2.0 3.1 52 92 17

RoxanneALTON 2100K The power and density of the proven Roxanne cow family is very evident in this Famous The power and density of the proven Roxanne cow family is very evident in this Famous 
daughter.She is ultra refined through her head and neck, flat shouldered, clean chested daughter.She is ultra refined through her head and neck, flat shouldered, clean chested 
and offers optimum progression of depth through her rear rib and hip. 2100K is equipped and offers optimum progression of depth through her rear rib and hip. 2100K is equipped 
with a near textbook structural foundation with her soundness, natural skeletal width and with a near textbook structural foundation with her soundness, natural skeletal width and 
squareness of foot. The female continues to progress each day, her “time to shine” will squareness of foot. The female continues to progress each day, her “time to shine” will 
be as a heavy bred next fall and into her production career.be as a heavy bred next fall and into her production career.  Consigned by Alton Century Consigned by Alton Century 
Farms Ltd.Farms Ltd.

LOT 46LOT 46
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Embryos
M&M OUTSIDER 4003 PLD 

BOY OUTLIER 812 ET PLD 
TR MS BERKLY 4711B ET

TR MR FIRE WATER 5792RET 
TR PZC IMPRESSIVE LADY 0790ET 
THOMAS MS IMPRESSIVE0641

BOY OUTLIER 812 ET PLD  X   TR PZC IMPRESSIVE LADY 0790ET

CE BW WW YW MILK
0.3 1 50.5 95.5 25

TWO PACKAGES OF THREE 
SEXED FEMALE We are very proud to offer up these embryos on this magnificent female. She truly is We are very proud to offer up these embryos on this magnificent female. She truly is 

the cornerstone of almost every aspect of our cattle operation.  Aria has been mated to the cornerstone of almost every aspect of our cattle operation.  Aria has been mated to 
some of the very best in the industry with results far exceeding our expectations.  Not some of the very best in the industry with results far exceeding our expectations.  Not 
that it matters in this situation, but I think it’s fair to note that ten of our top southern that it matters in this situation, but I think it’s fair to note that ten of our top southern 
steers in the last 2 years were either off her or daughters of hers.  We have every steers in the last 2 years were either off her or daughters of hers.  We have every 
confidence in the mating to Outlier with his recent success and her impressive track confidence in the mating to Outlier with his recent success and her impressive track 
record that these sexed embryos are destined to be impactful. record that these sexed embryos are destined to be impactful. Guarantee one pregnancy Guarantee one pregnancy 
if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Derrer Farms.Derrer Farms.

LOT 47LOT 47
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Daughter

DF MR Outrageous 64G
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CCC WC RESOURCE 417 
CCC WC REDEMPTION 7143 PLD ET   

WC ROLLS ROYCE 3177

M&M OUTSIDER 4003PLD 
DF MS UNIQUE 047 
TR MS WYOMING WIND 5604

F1328615  //  DF 047K  //  06/04/2022  //  BW: 78 lbs.

CE BW WW YW MILK
3.8 0.0 62 109 24

Ms. DestinyDF 047K Every year for this event we try to bring to you a female that is from the very top of our Every year for this event we try to bring to you a female that is from the very top of our 
program.  This year the responsibility of that task falls upon a heifer that we feel is the program.  This year the responsibility of that task falls upon a heifer that we feel is the 
pinnacle of the goals we set out before us when 5604R, better known as “Wylie”, was pinnacle of the goals we set out before us when 5604R, better known as “Wylie”, was 
added to our donor battery.  This April rising star is young but from nose to toes, and tip added to our donor battery.  This April rising star is young but from nose to toes, and tip 
to tail, the design of the female is impeccable.  She has a big, wide set to her hip, and to tail, the design of the female is impeccable.  She has a big, wide set to her hip, and 
incredible bold sprung rib cage and a high chest floor that flows up to a neck and throat incredible bold sprung rib cage and a high chest floor that flows up to a neck and throat 
that show ring dreams are made of. Sired by Redemption and hailing from an Outsider that show ring dreams are made of. Sired by Redemption and hailing from an Outsider 
daughter, a 5604 granddaughter, the royal lineage in this girl speaks for itself. Keep daughter, a 5604 granddaughter, the royal lineage in this girl speaks for itself. Keep 
in mind when evaluating her that it doesn’t matter what age you start at – the highest in mind when evaluating her that it doesn’t matter what age you start at – the highest 
quality one always surfaces in the end..quality one always surfaces in the end..  Consigned by Derrer Farms.Consigned by Derrer Farms.

LOT 48LOT 48
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Embryos Embryos
LT AUTHORITY 7229 PLD 
LT BADGE 9184 PLD 
LT MADALYNN 6108 PLD

AM THE NATURAL E58 
MOORE HAISLEY 98H 
TR MS BRYLOR 4766 ET

LT BADGE 9184 PLD  X   MOORE HAISLEY 98H

CE BW WW YW MILK
9.0 -2.2 43.5 81.5 18.5

LOT 49ALOT 49A
ONE PACKAGE OF THREE

WC REDEMPTION 7143 PLD ET 
SVY PROFOUND 145J 

SVY STARSTRUCK 901G

AM THE NATURAL E58 
MOORE HAISLEY 98H 
TR MS BRYLOR 4766 ET

SVY PROFOUND 145J  X   MOORE HAISLEY 98H

CE BW WW YW MILK
9.3 1.8 50 89.5 20.5

ONE PACKAGE OF THREE 
REVERSE SORTED FEMALE

LOT 49BLOT 49B

P
E

P
E

SVY Profound 145J // Sire

LT Badge 9184 PLD // Sire

Cow families are everything and one of the most notable ones in the Charolais breed is Impressive 0641. 0641 has produced more champions in the US then any other female of Cow families are everything and one of the most notable ones in the Charolais breed is Impressive 0641. 0641 has produced more champions in the US then any other female of 
recent times and some serious sires who have impacted the breed in a significant way. The dam of this great donor is a full sister to Turton, Rapid Fire, Bottoms Up and a long list recent times and some serious sires who have impacted the breed in a significant way. The dam of this great donor is a full sister to Turton, Rapid Fire, Bottoms Up and a long list 
of champion females from some of the largest shows in North America. We are excited to offer embryos on this great young 2 year old with an outstanding udder. of champion females from some of the largest shows in North America. We are excited to offer embryos on this great young 2 year old with an outstanding udder. Guarantee one Guarantee one 
pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Gilchrist Farms, Alton Century Farms Ltd., and Serhienko Cattle Co. pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Gilchrist Farms, Alton Century Farms Ltd., and Serhienko Cattle Co. 

Moore Haisley 98H // As a calf
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LT RANSOM 8644 
WGD RUGER 8J 

WGD THE CRUSH 14D

SVY NORTHSTAR 153Y 
MXS NORTHSTAR MAID 531C 
MXS SPITFIRE’S MAID 27X

WGD RUGER 8J  X   MXS NORTHSTAR MAID 531C

CE BW WW YW MILK
1.9 3.1 47 91 22

LOT 50ALOT 50A EmbryosTWO PACKAGES OF THREE

SKW EXPEDITION 89C 
ELDER’S HOULIO 4H 

WRANGLER PRETTY LADY 98C

SVY NORTHSTAR 153Y 
MXS NORTHSTAR MAID 531C 
MXS SPITFIRE’S MAID 27X

ELDER’S HOULIO 4H  X   MXS NORTHSTAR MAID 531C

CE BW WW YW MILK
0 4.2 57 107 22

EmbryosTWO PACKAGES OF THREE

LOT 50BLOT 50B

MXS Northstar Maid 531C is the Charolais female we selected out of the history making Springside Charolais dispersal sale. She was the high selling female for $40,000 in the sale. MXS Northstar Maid 531C is the Charolais female we selected out of the history making Springside Charolais dispersal sale. She was the high selling female for $40,000 in the sale. 
First and foremost, MXS Northstar Maid 531C has the best phenotype and udder quality we could find last fall in the Charolais breed. To top that off, she has an outstanding heifer First and foremost, MXS Northstar Maid 531C has the best phenotype and udder quality we could find last fall in the Charolais breed. To top that off, she has an outstanding heifer 
calf at her side that sold for $7,000. The heifer is sired by Turnbull’s Duty Free to Limestone Charolais. Her two year old daughter sold for $14,500 to TF Charolais and her yearling calf at her side that sold for $7,000. The heifer is sired by Turnbull’s Duty Free to Limestone Charolais. Her two year old daughter sold for $14,500 to TF Charolais and her yearling 
bull sold to Merv Lancing for $10,500 which made this female production so gravitating .For the greatest sale of high quality purebred Charolais genetics in Canada we are offering bull sold to Merv Lancing for $10,500 which made this female production so gravitating .For the greatest sale of high quality purebred Charolais genetics in Canada we are offering 
two matings soon to be Legendary Sires Daine’s WGD Ruger 8J, the high selling bull in their sale at $74,000 and the second mating Elder’s Houlio 4H the highest selling Charolais bull two matings soon to be Legendary Sires Daine’s WGD Ruger 8J, the high selling bull in their sale at $74,000 and the second mating Elder’s Houlio 4H the highest selling Charolais bull 
in Canada in 2021 at $110,000. in Canada in 2021 at $110,000. Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Jimmy Joe Henderson, Gary Rairdan, and Springside Guarantee one pregnancy per package if implanted by a certified technician. Consigned by Jimmy Joe Henderson, Gary Rairdan, and Springside 
CharolaisCharolais

Elder’s Houlio 4H // Sire

WGD Ruger 8J // Sire

P
E

P
E
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Embryos
WC PLATINUM 8558 P 

WCR BOLD MOVE 168 P 
WCR MS REMIX 9250 P

TR MR FIRE WATER 5792RET 
PZC LILY 5013 ET 
THOMAS MS IMPRESSIVE 0641

WCR BOLD MOVE 168 P  X   PZC LILY 5013 ET

CE BW WW YW MILK
5.1 -0.8  67  120 23 

FIVE IVF SEXED FEMALE PZC Lily 5013 ET proved her dominance in the show ring being a 2 time supreme PZC Lily 5013 ET proved her dominance in the show ring being a 2 time supreme 
champion female herself as well as a world Champion cow. These Lily daughters are champion female herself as well as a world Champion cow. These Lily daughters are 
next level good as we get them out into the show ring, they carry Lilys dominance and next level good as we get them out into the show ring, they carry Lilys dominance and 
have her presence that is extra special. When we get these females in to production the have her presence that is extra special. When we get these females in to production the 
udder qaulity is impeccably flawless. WCR Bold Move is cutting edge genetics with an udder qaulity is impeccably flawless. WCR Bold Move is cutting edge genetics with an 
impressive phenotype combined with off the charts EPDs , Bold Move is top 25% BW top impressive phenotype combined with off the charts EPDs , Bold Move is top 25% BW top 
1% WW top 1% YW top 35% Scrotal top 3% MWWT, Top 3% CW top 35% REA. To go along 1% WW top 1% YW top 35% Scrotal top 3% MWWT, Top 3% CW top 35% REA. To go along 
with an actual Birthweight of 80lbs this is a dynamic mating from any angle. Guarantee with an actual Birthweight of 80lbs this is a dynamic mating from any angle. Guarantee 
2 pregnancies if implanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley 2 pregnancies if implanted by a certified technician. Embryos are stored at Bow Valley 
Genetics, Bassano, AB. Genetics, Bassano, AB. Consigned by Prairie Cove Charolais.Consigned by Prairie Cove Charolais.

LOT 51LOT 51

A
C

IA
 

PZC Lily 5013 ET // Dam of Embryos
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Offering one 

FULL PAGEFULL PAGE
COLOUCOLOUR ADR AD  
in Todays Angus 
Advantage magazine

Ph: 306-933-4200  Fax: 306-934-0744
info@todaysangus.com

www.todaysangus.comwww.todaysangus.com

BP4
OfferingOffering  $750$750  towards any of our servicestowards any of our services

1.587.887.1934
Rob F. Stables, DVM  embryos@bowvalleygenetics.com

Facility located at Bassano, AB  www.bowvalleygenetics.com

Complete Reproductive Services Centre
Embryo Collection and Transfer
Certified for Export Production
Conventional and IVF Flushes

Embryo and Semen 
Storage and Transfer

Recip Program
Owners Use Semen

Offering $500 towards any fertility related service
Listowel

Fire No. 8451, Road 164
Hwy. 23 North

P.O. Box 66
Listowel, Ontario  N4W 3H2
Telephone: 519-291-2060
Toll Free: 1-800-565-2047
lclinic@heartlandvets.ca

Mount Forest
322 Main Street North

Mount Forest, Ontario  N0G 2L2
Telephone: 519-323-4422
Toll Free: 1-877-523-4422

Fax: 519-323-4334
mfclinic@heartlandvets.ca

Drayton
7294 Wellington Street North

P.O. Box 70
Drayton, Ontario  N0G 1P0
Telephone: 519-638-3391
Toll Free: 1-877-761-2253

Fax: 519-638-5858
dclinic@heartlandvets.ca

BP1

BP2

BP3

BP4
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T E R M ST E R M S
The terms of the sale are cash or cheque, payable at par at the The terms of the sale are cash or cheque, payable at par at the 
sale location. The right of property shall not pass until after sale location. The right of property shall not pass until after 
settlement has been made; no invoicing on buyers in attendance settlement has been made; no invoicing on buyers in attendance 
unless previous arrangements have been made. Every animal sells unless previous arrangements have been made. Every animal sells 
to the highest bidder and in cases of disputes, the auctioneer’s to the highest bidder and in cases of disputes, the auctioneer’s 
decision will be final. Announcements from the auction block will decision will be final. Announcements from the auction block will 
take precedence over the printed matter in the catalogue. Current take precedence over the printed matter in the catalogue. Current 
exchange rates will be announced sale day. All monies are in exchange rates will be announced sale day. All monies are in 
Canadian funds.Canadian funds.

C E RT I F I C AT E O F R E G I S T R AT I O NC E RT I F I C AT E O F R E G I S T R AT I O N
Each animal will carry papers issued by the appropriate breed Each animal will carry papers issued by the appropriate breed 
association, unless otherwise stated. A certificate of registry duly association, unless otherwise stated. A certificate of registry duly 
transferred will be furnished to the buyer for each animal after transferred will be furnished to the buyer for each animal after 
payment has been made.payment has been made.

H E A LT HH E A LT H
All animals in the sale have met all necessary health requirements.All animals in the sale have met all necessary health requirements.

G UA R A NT E EG UA R A NT E E
Each animal becomes the purchaser’s risk immediately after the Each animal becomes the purchaser’s risk immediately after the 
animal is sold. All animals in this sale will be sold under the terms animal is sold. All animals in this sale will be sold under the terms 
and guarantees set forth by the appropriate breed association with and guarantees set forth by the appropriate breed association with 
regard to health, freedom from defects and from both reproductive regard to health, freedom from defects and from both reproductive 
and specific genetic unsoundness.and specific genetic unsoundness.

P R E G N A N C Y I N F O R M AT I O NP R E G N A N C Y I N F O R M AT I O N
All serviceable age females have been pregnancy examined by an All serviceable age females have been pregnancy examined by an 
accredited veterinarian, giving an estimated length of gestation. accredited veterinarian, giving an estimated length of gestation. 
This estimated gestation period shall be used only as a guideline to This estimated gestation period shall be used only as a guideline to 
calving and is not a guarantee of actual service.calving and is not a guarantee of actual service.

L I A B I L IT I E SL I A B I L IT I E S
All persons attend the sale at their own risk. The seller, facility All persons attend the sale at their own risk. The seller, facility 
owner and sale manager assume no liability legal or otherwise, for owner and sale manager assume no liability legal or otherwise, for 
any accidents that occur. It is understood that T Bar C Cattle Co. any accidents that occur. It is understood that T Bar C Cattle Co. 
(2013) Ltd. is acting only as a medium between buyer and seller and (2013) Ltd. is acting only as a medium between buyer and seller and 
is not responsible for any failure on the part of either party to live is not responsible for any failure on the part of either party to live 
up to his obligations. Neither does T Bar C Cattle Co. (2013) Ltd. up to his obligations. Neither does T Bar C Cattle Co. (2013) Ltd. 
assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce collection assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce collection 
of any monies between parties and any legal action that may in of any monies between parties and any legal action that may in 

exceptional cases be taken must be between the buyer and the exceptional cases be taken must be between the buyer and the 
seller. T Bar C Cattle Co. (2013) Ltd. assumes no responsibility for seller. T Bar C Cattle Co. (2013) Ltd. assumes no responsibility for 
any credit extended by the seller to the buyer. The buyer must look any credit extended by the seller to the buyer. The buyer must look 
to the seller for fulfillment of all guarantees and representations to the seller for fulfillment of all guarantees and representations 
made hereunder.made hereunder.

D E L I V E RYD E L I V E RY
Assistance will be given in getting your purchases home. Each Assistance will be given in getting your purchases home. Each 
animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.

P H O N E, M A I L ,  W I R E B I D SP H O N E, M A I L ,  W I R E B I D S
Bidders unable to attend the sale may phone, wire or mail their Bidders unable to attend the sale may phone, wire or mail their 
bids and instructions to the sale manager, auctioneer or special bids and instructions to the sale manager, auctioneer or special 
representatives. Bids must be received in sufficient time prior to the representatives. Bids must be received in sufficient time prior to the 
sale.sale.

I N S U R A N C EI N S U R A N C E
We strongly recommend that insurance is purchased for full value.We strongly recommend that insurance is purchased for full value.

E R R O R SE R R O R S
All announcements at sale time, written or oral, supersede any All announcements at sale time, written or oral, supersede any 
written material in the catalogue.written material in the catalogue.

Terms and ConditionsTerms and Conditions



ALTON CENTURY FARMS LTD.  ALTON CENTURY FARMS LTD.  LOT 35, 46LOT 35, 46
Blake, Julia, Eve & Garrett Alton Blake, Julia, Eve & Garrett Alton 
541 Siderroad 15N, Kincardine, ON N2Z 2X6 541 Siderroad 15N, Kincardine, ON N2Z 2X6 
519-440-6580 519-440-6580 
baltoncenturyfarms@gmail.combaltoncenturyfarms@gmail.com

BLAIRS.AG CATTLE COMPANY  BLAIRS.AG CATTLE COMPANY  LOT 15LOT 15
Kevin Blair Kevin Blair 
Box 610, Lanigan, SK S0K 2M0 Box 610, Lanigan, SK S0K 2M0 
306-365-7922 306-365-7922 
kevin@blairs.agkevin@blairs.ag

CUDDY/ELMBANK FARMS  CUDDY/ELMBANK FARMS  LOT 12, 17, 28LOT 12, 17, 28
John & Betty Anne Flaherty John & Betty Anne Flaherty 
5716 Winston Churchill Blvd 5716 Winston Churchill Blvd 
Erin, ON N0B 1T0 Erin, ON N0B 1T0 
C: 519-870-8800 C: 519-870-8800 
E: johnfl@cuddy.com or E: johnfl@cuddy.com or 
 elmbankfarm@gmail.com elmbankfarm@gmail.com

DERRER FARMS  DERRER FARMS  LOT 8A, 47, 48LOT 8A, 47, 48
Rod & Julie Derrer Rod & Julie Derrer 
Johnathan and Rylee Triggs Johnathan and Rylee Triggs 
13913 42nd Street W. Milan, IL 61264 13913 42nd Street W. Milan, IL 61264 
309-314-1492 309-314-1492 
rjderrer@aol.comrjderrer@aol.com

DOUBLE BAR D FARMS  DOUBLE BAR D FARMS  LOT 30LOT 30
The Dimler Family The Dimler Family 
Box 580, Grenfell, SK S0G 2B0 Box 580, Grenfell, SK S0G 2B0 
Ken: 306-697-7204 Ken: 306-697-7204 
Richard: 306-697-7298 Richard: 306-697-7298 
Logan: 306-451-7229 Logan: 306-451-7229 
kenshau@yourlink.cakenshau@yourlink.ca

DUDGEON CATTLE CO.  DUDGEON CATTLE CO.  LOT 22LOT 22
Brian and Kim Dudgeon and Family Brian and Kim Dudgeon and Family 
1128 Bruce Road 40, Dobbinton, ON N0H 1L0 1128 Bruce Road 40, Dobbinton, ON N0H 1L0 
519-270-2500 519-270-2500 
dudgeongroup@gmail.comdudgeongroup@gmail.com

ELLSMERE FARMS LTD.  ELLSMERE FARMS LTD.  LOT 18LOT 18
Jamie Ells Jamie Ells 
78 Rabbit Square Rd RR 5, Canning, NS B0P 1H0 78 Rabbit Square Rd RR 5, Canning, NS B0P 1H0 
902-680-8595 902-680-8595 
farmboyrsx@hotmail.comfarmboyrsx@hotmail.com

FAR-L FARMS  FAR-L FARMS  LOT 32LOT 32
Donald and Cathy Farrell Donald and Cathy Farrell 
RR 2, Ripley, ON N0G 2R0 RR 2, Ripley, ON N0G 2R0 
519-386-7775 519-386-7775 
doncathyfarrell@hurontel.on.cadoncathyfarrell@hurontel.on.ca

GILCHRIST FARMS  GILCHRIST FARMS  LOT 19, 37, 38, 49LOT 19, 37, 38, 49
Brad & Kristie Gilchrist Brad & Kristie Gilchrist 
1269 Grey Ox Ave RR 5, Lucknow, ON N0G 2H0 1269 Grey Ox Ave RR 5, Lucknow, ON N0G 2H0 
519-440-6720 519-440-6720 
brad@gilchristfarms.combrad@gilchristfarms.com

GLENLEES FARM  GLENLEES FARM  LOT 40LOT 40
The Lees Family The Lees Family 
Box 1, Arcola, SK S0C 0G0 Box 1, Arcola, SK S0C 0G0 
Corey: 306-577-9971 Corey: 306-577-9971 
tclees@signaldirect.catclees@signaldirect.ca

G R SIMMENTALS  G R SIMMENTALS  LOT 36, 50LOT 36, 50
Gary & Leigh Rairdan Gary & Leigh Rairdan 
Box 285 Stettler, AB T0L 2L0 Box 285 Stettler, AB T0L 2L0 
403-740-6823403-740-6823

HAMILTON FARMS  HAMILTON FARMS  LOT 11, 11ALOT 11, 11A
Rob & Gail Hamilton Rob & Gail Hamilton 
274132 Rge Rd 33, Rockeyview County, AB T4C 2Y2 274132 Rge Rd 33, Rockeyview County, AB T4C 2Y2 
Rob: 403-540-3186 Rob: 403-540-3186 
Gail: 403-540-8291 Gail: 403-540-8291 
Joel: 403-808-6341 Joel: 403-808-6341 
angus@hamiltonfarms.caangus@hamiltonfarms.ca

HAROLDSON’S POLLED HEREFORDS  HAROLDSON’S POLLED HEREFORDS  LOT 39LOT 39
Chad, Lenna & Kristy Wilson Chad, Lenna & Kristy Wilson 
Box 372, Wawota, SK S0G 5A0 Box 372, Wawota, SK S0G 5A0 
Chad: 306-577-1256Chad: 306-577-1256

HASSON LIVESTOCK  HASSON LIVESTOCK  LOT 6, 6B, 8A, 10, 31LOT 6, 6B, 8A, 10, 31
Rob Hasson Rob Hasson 
5536 Township Rd 3 RR 7, Guelph, ON N1H 6J4 5536 Township Rd 3 RR 7, Guelph, ON N1H 6J4 
416-817-7339 416-817-7339 
hassonlivestock@live.comhassonlivestock@live.com

INDIAN RIVER CATTLE COMANY  INDIAN RIVER CATTLE COMANY  LOT 31LOT 31
Billy, Juanita, Owen & Katie Elmhirst Billy, Juanita, Owen & Katie Elmhirst 
1870 Settlers Line, RR 1,  River ON K0L 2B0 1870 Settlers Line, RR 1,  River ON K0L 2B0 
Billy: 705-761-0896 Billy: 705-761-0896 
Juanita: 705-772-2697 Juanita: 705-772-2697 
ircc@nexicom.netircc@nexicom.net

IRIS CREEK FARMS  IRIS CREEK FARMS  LOT 21, 41LOT 21, 41
Bruce and Heather Ribey, Bryce, Kent and Taylor Bruce and Heather Ribey, Bryce, Kent and Taylor 
1073 Con 12. R.R. #4, Paisley, ON N0G 2N0 1073 Con 12. R.R. #4, Paisley, ON N0G 2N0 
Bruce: 519-353-8405 Bruce: 519-353-8405 
Heather: 519-389-7745 Heather: 519-389-7745 
Bryce: 519-389-1571 Bryce: 519-389-1571 
icf@bmts.comicf@bmts.com

JIMMY JOE HENDERSON  JIMMY JOE HENDERSON  LOT 50LOT 50
Box 219, Stettler, AB T0C 2L0 Box 219, Stettler, AB T0C 2L0 
403-740-9270 403-740-9270 
jimmyjoehenderson@gmail.comjimmyjoehenderson@gmail.com

KOYLE FARMS  KOYLE FARMS  LOT 20LOT 20
33429 Sixth Line, Iona Station, ON N0L 1P0 33429 Sixth Line, Iona Station, ON N0L 1P0 
Dwight: 519-670-8314 Dwight: 519-670-8314 
Martin: 306-519-7789 Martin: 306-519-7789 
cdkoyle@gtn.netcdkoyle@gtn.net

LOVAL FARMS  LOT 6A LOVAL FARMS  LOT 6A 
Scott & Sandra Honey Scott & Sandra Honey 
Warkworth, Ontario K0K 3K0 Warkworth, Ontario K0K 3K0 
705-924-3809705-924-3809

LYNDEN MANOR FARM  LOT 7 LYNDEN MANOR FARM  LOT 7 
Glen & Caroline Smith Glen & Caroline Smith 
Box 191, Carlisle, ON L0R 1H0 Box 191, Carlisle, ON L0R 1H0 
416-526-5428416-526-5428
g.smith@merit-insurance.comg.smith@merit-insurance.com

MILLER WILSON ANGUS  MILLER WILSON ANGUS  LOT 13LOT 13
Lee & Dawn Wilson & Family Lee & Dawn Wilson & Family 
Box 550, Bashaw, AB T0B 0H0 Box 550, Bashaw, AB T0B 0H0 
Lee: 780-608-0257 Lee: 780-608-0257 
Dawn: 780-781-9733 Dawn: 780-781-9733 
dmm.mwangus@gmail.comdmm.mwangus@gmail.com

MERIT CATTLE CO.  MERIT CATTLE CO.  LOT 14LOT 14
The Liebreich Family The Liebreich Family 
Box 768, Radville, SK S0C 2G0 Box 768, Radville, SK S0C 2G0 
Trent: 306-869-7207 Trent: 306-869-7207 
Janelle: 306-869-6993 Janelle: 306-869-6993 
Garrett: 306-815-7078 Garrett: 306-815-7078 
tjlmerit@sasktel.nettjlmerit@sasktel.net

PARKVIEW FARMS  PARKVIEW FARMS  LOT 23LOT 23
Mike Schmidt Mike Schmidt 
RR 1, Falun, AB T0C 1H0 RR 1, Falun, AB T0C 1H0 
780-387-6355780-387-6355

PEAK DOT RANCH LTD.  PEAK DOT RANCH LTD.  LOT 16LOT 16
The Moneo Family The Moneo Family 
Box 105 Wood Mountain, SK S0H 4L0 Box 105 Wood Mountain, SK S0H 4L0 
Carson: 306-266-4414 Carson: 306-266-4414 
Clay: 306-266-4411 Clay: 306-266-4411 
peakdot@gmail.compeakdot@gmail.com

POPLAR MEADOWS ANGUS  POPLAR MEADOWS ANGUS  LOT 26LOT 26
Tanya & Monty Belsham Tanya & Monty Belsham 
Box 1025, Houston, BC V0J 1Z0 Box 1025, Houston, BC V0J 1Z0 
Tanya Cell: 250-845-8474 Tanya Cell: 250-845-8474 
tdbelsham@gmail.comtdbelsham@gmail.com

PRAIRIE COVE CHAROLAIS  PRAIRIE COVE CHAROLAIS  LOTS 51LOTS 51
Tim & Wanda Bullick Tim & Wanda Bullick 
Tyler & Justine Bullick, Indy and Scarlet Tyler & Justine Bullick, Indy and Scarlet 
Box 672, Bashaw AB T0B 0H0 Box 672, Bashaw AB T0B 0H0 
Cell: 403-501-0660 Cell: 403-501-0660 
tyler.bullick2014@gmail.comtyler.bullick2014@gmail.com

PREMIER LIVESTOCK  PREMIER LIVESTOCK  LOTS 1-10, 31, 44, 45LOTS 1-10, 31, 44, 45
Peter Frijters Peter Frijters 
5164 Line 58 RR 2, Milverton, ON N0K 1M0 5164 Line 58 RR 2, Milverton, ON N0K 1M0 
519-276-9314 519-276-9314 
peter@premierlivestock.ca peter@premierlivestock.ca 

RANCH COVEY HILL  RANCH COVEY HILL  LOT 8, 29LOT 8, 29
Emmanuel Chenail Emmanuel Chenail 
404 Route 202 Havelock, QC J0S 2C0 404 Route 202 Havelock, QC J0S 2C0 
514-893-0232514-893-0232
info@ranchcoveyhill.cominfo@ranchcoveyhill.com

REHORST FARMS LTD.  REHORST FARMS LTD.  LOT 27LOT 27
Adrian Rehorst Adrian Rehorst 
412 Conc. 8, RR 3, Teeswater, ON N0G 2S0 412 Conc. 8, RR 3, Teeswater, ON N0G 2S0 
519-357-7077 519-357-7077 
rehorst@wightman.carehorst@wightman.ca

RIVER VALLEY POLLED HEREFORDS  RIVER VALLEY POLLED HEREFORDS  LOT 39, 42LOT 39, 42
Elwyn, Donald, & Pauline Embury Elwyn, Donald, & Pauline Embury 
240 Embury Rd RR 1, Newburgh, ON K0K 2S0 240 Embury Rd RR 1, Newburgh, ON K0K 2S0 
Cattle Office: 613-378-2701 Cattle Office: 613-378-2701 
rivervalleyherefords@kos.netrivervalleyherefords@kos.net

ROLLING MEADOWS CATTLE  ROLLING MEADOWS CATTLE  LOT 25LOT 25
Shane Reid & Andrea Schweighardt  Shane Reid & Andrea Schweighardt  
109 Miller Lane, Perth, ON K7H 3C6 109 Miller Lane, Perth, ON K7H 3C6 
613-812-8974 613-812-8974 
rollingmeadowscattle@gmail.comrollingmeadowscattle@gmail.com

STONEWOOD GRANGE  STONEWOOD GRANGE  LOTS 43LOTS 43
Chris, Cyndi, Matt, Ange, Logan & Blake Leahy Chris, Cyndi, Matt, Ange, Logan & Blake Leahy 
1899 17th Line, Lakefeild, ON K9L 2H0  1899 17th Line, Lakefeild, ON K9L 2H0  
705-927-4995705-927-4995

VAN ESSE LIVESTOCK  VAN ESSE LIVESTOCK  LOT 24LOT 24
Matt & Peter Van Esse Matt & Peter Van Esse 
8101 Cedar Hedge Line, Dover Centre, ON N0P 1L0 8101 Cedar Hedge Line, Dover Centre, ON N0P 1L0 
519-436-5876 519-436-5876 
vanesse48@hotmail.comvanesse48@hotmail.com

WEPPLER CATTLE COMPANY  WEPPLER CATTLE COMPANY  LOT 33, 34LOT 33, 34
Braeden Weppler Braeden Weppler 
117078 Grey Road 3 RR 4, Tara, ON N0H 2N0 117078 Grey Road 3 RR 4, Tara, ON N0H 2N0 
519-375-2625 519-375-2625 
braedenweppler@gmail.combraedenweppler@gmail.com



Return Undeliverable Return Undeliverable 
Canadian Addresses To:Canadian Addresses To:
T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd. T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd. 
Box 2330Box 2330
Warman, SK  S0K 4S0Warman, SK  S0K 4S0

3140180




